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Abstract

Diamond has the highest thermal conductivity among known materials. In order to beat

diamond to high temperature and measure the temperature, one needs to have a laser heating

system with sufficiently good power stability, beam position and suitable wavelength for

absorption. In this dissertation we heated, and measured the temperature ofa diamond sample

by using a CCh laser. Temperatures are difficult to measure with the accuracy and stability

required for many potential applications. Temperature sensors such as thermocouples that

depend on attainment oftherrnal equilibrium with a surfuce via conductive or convective heat

transfer are problematic because: (i) they require intimate contact with the surface which

affects the local surface energy balance, especially when minute regions of the sample are to

be probed, and (ii) they are limited to temperatures of :,,;1500 QC. Similar restrictions apply to

pyrometric, non-contact, temperature determination of hot-spots where the colour of a hot

object is referenced against that of a heated tungsten filament. However these limitations do

not apply in the case of non-contact infrared thermometry (spectro-radiometry), involving the

grey-body (Planck) emission envelope emanating from a hot spot, which may even be well

below sub-rnillimeter dimensions. A model of the surface temperature was successfully

developed and qualitatively compared to the experimental results. CCh and Nd: YAG laser

heating was employed for heating two different industrial diamonds at extreme high power

levels. The industrial diamonds were characterised using Raman spectroscopy, Scanning

electron rnicroscopy and X-ray diffraction. We show that there was some changing (physical

and chemical) in the industrial diamond after heating.
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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction

Temperature is difficuh to measure with the accuracy and stability required for many potential

methods [1]. These methods include multiwavelength thermometry, ratio thermometry,

reflectance and absorptance measurement techniques, temperature sensor, etc. In

muhiwavelength thermometry, the spectral intensity of the target at several wavelengths is

curve fitted to Planck's equation. In ratio thermometry the ratio ofthe spectral intensity at two

wavelengths is used to measure temperature, which requires that either the emissivity ratio at

the two wavelengths is unity or is known from prior measurements. Otjler techniques derive

emissivity from the direct and simultaneous measurement of reflectance or absorptance ofthe

target at the wavelength concerned. Any of these methods may provide a significant

advantage for a particular application or measurement situation. All these methods are

directed at minimizing the temperature error caused by an uncertainty in emissivity.

Temperature sensors such as thermocouples that depend on attainment of thermal equilibrium

with a surface via conductive or convective heat transfer are problematic because: they

require intimate contact with the surface which affects the local surface energy balance,

especially when minute regions of the sample are to be probed, and they are limited to

temperatures of :::;1500 cC [1-3]. Similar restrictions apply to pyrometric, non-contact,

temperature determination of hot-spots where the colour of a hot object is referenced against

that of a heated tungsten filament. However these limitations do not apply in the case 0 f non

contact infrared thermometry (spectra-radiometry) [1], involving the grey-body (Planck)

emission envelope in the range 400 - 1000 nm emanating from a hot spot, which may even be

well below sub-millimeter dimensions.

1.2 Objectives of the present work

The main focus of this work was to set-up a laser-based system to raise the temperature of a

diamond sample in a controlled and repeatable manner. Obviously, the laser-based system has

to be understood very well before heating and measuring temperature, hence characterisation

ofa laser must be done before the heating. The heating is due to direct linear absorption ofthe

laser radiation by the sample. The temperature was measured during the heating process by

non-contact temperature measurement. In this study, an emission spectrometer was employed

to measure the thermal radiation spectrum of the sample and the temperature was extracted by
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using the Planck radiation function. A model was developed to predict the temperature

gradients in the sample that was compared with the experimental data Characterisation

techniques were used to study the industrial diamond.

1.3 Plan of the dissertation

This dissertation contains eight chapters. Chapter 2 provides more insight on the origin ofthe

blackbody radiation. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Raman spectroscopy and x-ray

diffraction (XRD) methods were used to characterise the industrial diamond in the present

study and are discussed in Chapter 3. The basic principles oflasers such as a COz laser are

also discussed in Chapter 3. The mathematical model and the resuks of the model are

presented and discussed in Chapter 4. The characterisation of a COz laser and the results of

the characterisation are presented and discussed in Chapter 5. The experimental set-up and

non-contact temperature measurement results are addressed and discussed in Chapter 6. The

characterisation results are presented and discussed in Chapter 7, while the conclusions and

future work drawn from the results obtained in this study are found in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Introduction

Several experimental methods and approximations have been used by different scientists to

measure the temperature of an object. This chapter discusses some of the methods that have

been used to measure temperature. The subject of consideration in this chapter is the

blackbody model, which is of primary importance in thermal radiation theory and is a

fundamental law of radiation. The quantitative blackbody radiation laws and their corollaries

are analysed in detail The emissivity and absorptivity of physical bodies of grey-body

radiation character are also discussed in this chapter.

However, the main goal of this chapter is to detail the approximations and methods employed

to determine temperature ofan object. Temperature is recognized as one ofthe basic variables

in science, particularly in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics and it is a measure ofthe

average heat or thermal energy ofthe particles in a substance [4]. Many physical properties of

materials including the phase, density and electrical conductivity depend on the temperature.

Temperature also plays an important role in determining the rate and extent to which chemical

reactions occur. One of the reasons why a human body has several elaborate mechanisms for

maintaining the temperature at 37°C, is that only a few degrees higher than body temperature

harmful reactions may take place with serious consequences [4-5]. Temperature also controls

the type and quantity of thermal radiation emitted from a surface. One of these effects is

emission of radiation from the incandescent light bulb, when a tungsten filament is

electrically heated to a high temperature [6].

2.2 Thermal radiation

All objects whose temperature is above absolute zero radiate energy in a wide range of

wavelengths, Le., electromagnetic waves as shown in figure 2.1. This kind of radiation is

referred to as thermal radiation [6]. Thermal radiation is a direct result of the movements of

atoms and molecules in a material. These atoms and molecules are composed of charged

particles and their movements result in the emission of electromagnetic radiation, which

carries energy away from the surface [5]. The surface is uniformly pumped by radiation from

the surroundings, resulting in the transfer of energy to the surface. The amount of emitted
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radiation increases with increasing temperature. This radiation depends not only on the

temperature but also on the composition ofthe object [7]. It emits electromagnetic radiation in

a continuous range of wavelengths/frequencies. Electromagnetic radiation is usually

quantified according to its wave-like properties, which include intensity and

wavelength/frequency. The colour of any particular kind of radiation is designated by its

frequency [5-6]. The length of a single wave is called the wavelength. The challenge was to

show how this radiant energy is related to the temperature ofthe object.

----

]""Ray X-Ray w- Visible - Ra<fio
tight tight

"1 -- J ,-
1 nm .. /400nm 1 fn In w"'" ,,,,,,,,,

,,

I'~ I~ I== I:= I=I'
0.4 0.7 3 6 15 100

Wavelength in J.LI'T1

Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic spectrwn.

2.2.1 Blackbody

The blackbody is of primary importance in studying thermal radiation and electromagnetic

radiation transfer in all wavelength bands. It is an ideal radiation absorber, and the blackbody

is used as a standard against which the absorption of real bodies is compared [7]. The

blackbody is so called because those bodies that absorb all incident visible light will seem

black to the human eye. The term is, certainly, purely conventional and has historical roots.

An example, we can hardly characterize our sun, which is indeed almost a blackbody within a

very wide band ofelectromagnetic radiation wavelengths as a black physical object in optics.
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A blackbody is defined as a theoretical object that absorbs all radiation incident upon it,

regardless of frequency [6-7]. Therefore it reflects no radiation and appears perfectly black.

In practice no material has been found to absorb all incoming radiation [9].

A blackbody radiates more intensity when it is hot than when it is cold. The spectrum ofa hot

blackhody has its peak at a higher frequency than the peak in the spectrum ofa cooler one. At

low temperatures, the wavelengths of the thermal radiation are mainly in the infrared region.

0.018
2000K

0.016

0.014

~ 0.012
E
c

NE 0.010

~E 0.008
'iD
c 0.0062
c

0.004

0.002

0.000
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

).(nm)

Figure 2.2: Simulations of blackbody radiation curves showing peak wavelengths at various

temperatures.

The graph in figure 2.2 shows how the blackbody radiation curves change at various

temperatures. All the curves have their peak wavelengths in the infra-red part of the spectrum

The graph shows that as the temperature increases, the peak wavelength emitted by the

blackbody decreases. It then begins to move from the infra-red towards the visible part of the

spectrum The graph also shows that as temperature increases, the total energy emitted

increases, because the total area under the curves increases.
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2.2.2 Blackbody Radiation laws

General thermodynamic considerations allowed KirchhotI; Boltzmann and Wien to derive a

series of important laws concerning the emission of heated bodies. These general

considerations were insufficient for deriving a particular law of energy distnbution in the

ideal blackbody radiation spectrum. In 1893, it was Wien who advanced in this direction more

than the others [7]. He studied the temperature and entropy ofthennal radiation and showed

that the maximum radiation in the blackbody spectrum displaces to the side of shorter

wavelengths with increasing temperature (Wien's displacement law) and at a given frequency

the radiation intensity can depend on temperature only. In 1896 Wien derived the law of

energy distnbution in the blackbody spectrum that was correct only in the case of short

waves. Nevertheless, these two laws of Wien have played a considerable part in the

development ofquantum theory (the Nobel Prize, 1911) [9].

In 1900 and 1905, Rayleigh and Jeans derived the spectral distribution ofthermal radiation on

the basis of the assumption that the classical idea on the uniform distribution of energy is

valid [9]. However, the temperature and frequency dependencies obtained differed from

Wien's relationships. Wien's expression for spectral energy distribution was invalid at high

temperatures and short wavelengths, according to the results of fairly accurate measurements,

carried out before that time. Planck stepped in for consideration of harmonic oscillators,

which have been taken as the sources and absorbers of radiation energy. Planck obtained an

equation, which very soon was reliably confirmed experimentally on the basis, first of all, of

the Wien-Lummer blackbody model [9]. Investigation for the theory modifications that would

allow this empirical equation to be derived, Planck made some assumptions constituting the

quantum theory basis (the Nobel Prize, 1918) [10].

2.2.3 Planck's law

In 1901, Max Planck derived the Planck's blackbody formula theoreticalIy [5,8, and 9]. In

this theory Max Planck [4, 11] assumed that electromagnetic harmonic oscil1ations can only

exist in energy quanta of hv (h is Planck's constant and has the value 6.62517 x 10034 m2 kg

sol, V is frequency) and that oscil1ators emit energy only when changing from one level to

another level of their quantized energy states.
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Imagine a cavity (vacuum) in the shape ofa rectangular parallelepiped with reflecting metallic

walls. At the walls, the electric field E must vanish, and therefure the radiation within the

cavity will be an ensemble of standing waves that satisfY the boundary condition E = 0 at the

walls. A standing wave is a superposition of two travelling waves, propagating in opposite

directions. We represent a travelling wave in the form

where k is the wave vector whose components are

k == 21r k = 21r k
x A'Y A'z

x y

The expression for a standing wave is then

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

To satisfY the boundary conditions, the wavelengths of the travelling waves must be

A.
2L

A.y
2L,

,to
2Io (2.4)==--' =., , ,

nx ny nz

where Lx, L,., I= are the lengths of the cavity and nx, n" n= are positive integers. Consequently,

the wave vector must have components

(2.5)

To derive the Planck distnbution we need to know the number of possible modes in the

frequency interval between v and v + dv. For electromagnetic waves, v =c! ;. =2nd, and so

we seek the number of standing waves whose wave vectors fall in the interval between k and

k + dk. When counting the number of standing waves, subject to condition (equation (2.5)),

we must remember that nx, n" and n, have to be positive integers to avoid counting the same

standing wave twice.
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We proceed by first calculating the number ofstanding waves whose wave vector is less than

some value k. The vector of magnitude k defines a sphere in this k-space, a vector space

whose Cartesian coordinates are k" ky, kz • The volume of that sphere is~JZk3. Now the
3

number ofwave vectors that terminate in the volume elements dkx ' dk" dk, is, from equation

(2.5),

In other words, the density 0 f wave vectors in k-space is V / 7[3 .

For each value of k there are two independent modes, corresponding to the two independent

directions of polarization of an electromagnetic wave. Consequently, the number of modes in

the positive octant (positivenx ny nz ) ofthe sphere ofradius k is

(2.6)

The number of modes between k and k + dk is obtained by differentiating N(k). We call this

the density ofstates in k-space and use the symbol1](k). Thus

1](k)dk =(:' }'dk,

is the number of modes in the interval between k and k + dk .

(2.7)

Since k = 27[ / )~ = 2;rv le, the number of modes per unit volume g(v)dv, in the frequency

interval between v and v + dv is

87[ "
g(v)dv = -,v'dv

c

8

(2.8)



The energy density in the cavity as a function of frequency is now given by the product of

g(v) and the average of an electromagnetic mode of frequency v. The probability that at a

temperature T a mode ofenergy E is excited is

feE) = Ce-E/kT (2.9)

where C = 1/ kT is normalization constant and e~/kT is the Boltzmann factor. Ifthe energy E

were a continuous function, as assumed in classical physics, the average energy of mode

would be

~

(E)c/ = fE f(E)d E= kT
o

(2.10)

If we now multiply (E)c/byg(v), we arrive at the expression for the frequency dependent

energy U(v) first derived by Rayleigh and Jeans,

U(V)=(~~}2kT (2.11 )

Equation (2.11), proposed after Planck's formula, cannot possibly be correct. The difficulty,

recognized by Rayleigh and Jeans, is that according to equation (2.11) the energy density

increases without limit as the frequency increases. That is, U(v) diverges as v ~ 00. This

"unphysicaI" consequence ofequation (2.11) came to be known as the ultravio let catastrophe.

If; as proposed by Planck, the allowed energy is not a continuous variable, the integral form

for the average energy, equation (2.10), is inapplicable. Instead, we should perform a

summation over the discrete energy states given by

(2.12)

The average energy is then

(2.13)

9



where

f. C' -E;' kT C' -nhvi kT
1/ = e = e .

The normalization constant C' is now obtained from the condition

If. =1.

To evaluate that sum we note that we can write

If. =c~::e-==d+e-x+(e-x)' +(e-x) + ...J

C
=-l---e---x '

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

where we have set x = hv I kT and have made use of the binomial expansion of (1 + at.

Thus C= (1- e-hv' kT)

To evaluate (e) we again write out the summation terms:

(e) = I eJ. = (l_e-hdT ~vLne-n
,

= (1-e-hv kT~vkx + 2(e-x f + 3(e-x ) + ...J

=(1-e-hv kT }hv{- :,J-x + 2(e-x)' + 3(e-X) + ...~

(
-hvkT\, [d ( _')-'] hv= 1- e 'IV - 1- e = hv kT .

dx e-1 (2.17)

On muhip1ying equation (2.17) by the density of statesg(v), we obtain the P1anck distnbution

8m
2

( hv )U(v)=7 ehv kT -1 . (2.18)

This then is the expression which P1anck developed for the frequency distribution ofenergy in

blackbody radiation (spectral energy density. U(v) is defined as the energy density per unit

frequency interval centred at a given frequency). One can obtain the equivalent in terms of

10



spectral intensity l(v) (spectral intensity is defined as spectral energy per unit time per unit

surface area per unit solid angle per unit frequency,Js-1m-2sr-1Hz-1
) as follows [12]:

l(v) = U(v)c .
4Jr

l(v) = 81Zhv' 1 x~.
Cl exp(:;) -I 4Jr

2hv' I
I(v) = 2 ().C hv

exp ~ -I
kT

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21 )

In many practical applications in determining the spectral intensity of radiation the

wavelength is used instead of frequency. It is impossible to transfer from frequency to

wavelength by simply replacing the frequency with the wavelength in expression (2.21),

because ofthe relationship between v and .A.. However, this expression can be transformed by

taking into account that

I(v)ld~ = I(.A.)ld.A.\,

I(.A.) =I(V~~.

The well known relationship between wavelength and frequency is given as

C
v = .A..

(2.22)

(2.23)

Then, after appropriate differentiation, the expression of Planck's equation for the spectral

intensity ofa black body becomes

(2.24)
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The above equation may be put into this form,

, Cl 1
1(/1,)= 5 ( ) •A c2exp - -1

AT

where

2 hc
c]=2hc ,c2 =-

k

(2.25)

P1anck's law gives the intensity of radiation per unit wavelength intdva1 per unit area at

absolute temperature [5, 8, 9]. The Planck's formula in equation (2.25) is for blackbody

radiation. The well-known curves of Planck's equation descnbe the energy distribution as a

function oftemperature and wavelength as shown in figure 2.3.

1.8xl0'

1.5xl0'

E 1.2xl0'
c:

'".§
~ 9.0xl0'

'en
c:
2 8.0x10'c:

3.0xl0'

1000 2000 3000 4000

i. (nm)

5000 6000

Figure 2.3: Sin1Ulation spectrum ofthe sun, with T = 5800 K.
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2.2.4 Related Derivations

IV. Wien's approximation law

Wien's approximation is a law of physics used to descnbe the spectrum ofthennal radiation.

Wilhelm Wien was the first to derive this law in 1896 [9,10]. Wien's approximation formula

accurately descnbes the short wavelength spectrum ofthennal radiation from objects, but it

failed to accurately descnbe long wavelength radiation. Wien's approximation can be derived

from Planck's law equation by assumingexJ c2 »> 1. When this is true, then
~AT

I ( C 2 )

expU~ )-1 z exp - AT .

and then,

I(A) = c: (exp- Cl ).
A' AT

(2.26)

(2.27)

Therefore Planck's law approximately equals Wien's approximation at short wavelength. For

the values of AT» 3000).lm K this formula gives an error within the limits of 1% [10].
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Figure 2.4: Simulation graphs showing comparison of intensity versus wavelength for a

blackbody at 1273 K according to Planck's law in equation (2.25) and to Wien's law in

equation (2.27). Planck's law is considered to be exact.

V. Wien's Displacement law

Wien's displacement law states that the hotter an object is; the shorter the wavelength at

which it will emit most of its radiation [13]. Then the wavelength for maximum or peak

radiation power is found by dividing Wien's constant by the temperature in Kelvin. This law

is named after Wilhelm Wien, who developed/derived the relationship in 1893 based on a

thermodynamic argument [14]. However, Wien was not able to derive the constant b in his

relationship but later done by Planck as will be shown below.

Nowadays, the usual practice is to derive the relationship from Planck's law of blackbody

radiation. From equation 2.18:

U(A) = 8nhc 1 .

A' (he)exp AkT- I
(2.28)
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The wavelength Amax at which UtA) is a maximum satisfies a relation known as Wien's

displacement law. It can be found by setting the derivative of UtA) equal to zero:

8U(A)

8,1
8JIhe

he

kTA
7

( (he) )'exp -- -1
AkT

I 5
,16 he

exp---I
AkT

=0. (2.29)

Then by applying some algebra, one gets this result,

he 1
---.:-:.::..----~-- - 5 = O.
A kT he

""'" I-exp ---
Am",kT

(2.30)

Let (2.31 )

Then,

x

l-exp(-x)
5 =0. (2.32)

This equation cannot be solved in terms of elementary function [13-14], but it can be solved

numerically, with x given by:

x =4.965.

Solving for the wavelength in units ofnm and using units ofK for temperature:

he I
"A"'max =

kxT

And then by substituting the necessary input of the constant. one gets this

15
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A = 2.8977 x10
6

nm.K
max T

VI. Stefan-Boltzmann's law

(2.35)

Stefan showed experimentally in 1879 that for a blackbody the rate at which energy is emitted

is related to the object's temperature [8-9]. The law may be written as:

peT) = lIaT' , (2.36)

where P is the rate at which energy is emitted per unit area of blackbody surface at absolute

temperature T, including radiation of all wavelengths from 0 to "" throughout the solid angle,

and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant. Area is given in square centimetres and Tin

Kelvin and P is in watts per square centimetres. However, real hot objects always radiate less

efficiently than the blackbody, therefore for non-blackbody objects, a positive quantity, lI,

referred to as the emissivity, which is always less than I, and depends on the material, the

surface and the temperature.

The Stefan-Boltzmann law is obtained by integrating the spectral intensity given by Planck's

law as follows:

l( -) Cl I
A = _( )'It' c..,

exp-' -I
TA

p=f' Cl I dJ..

X ( C )o exp-L-I
J.T

and then by taking out the constant Cl, one gets this
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The above equation may be put into this fonD,

Sinced(A-1
) = -A-'dA, the above expression becomes,

(2.40)

(2.41)

Reversing the limits to remove the minus sign before the integral and multiplying through

by[(T4 Ic; Xc; IT' XC, IT)],

(2.42)

In latter equation the limits of integration are in terms of c, or_
1
_, since c, is a constant. If

AT AT -

c,
x=-- .

AT

Then

p = c: [J x'dx JT 4
•

c, oexpx-l

1 exp(-x)
Since x ---'~-

expx -1 exp(-x)

exp(-x)

l-exp(-x)

(2.43)

exp( -x) + exp(-2x) + exp(-3x) ... + exp(-00).

Then by dividing exp(- x) by(l- exp(- x)). equation (2.43) becomes
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p = c~ [JX3 exp(-x)dx+Jx 3 exp(-2x)dx+Jx 3
eXP(-3X)dx+ ..]T4

Cz 0 0 0

ro I

Since fx· exp(-ax)dx = ~~,.
o a

and if n = 3 equation (2.44) becomes

P _~[3! -.! -.! 3!]T4- -+ + + ... + .c; 14 24 34
00

Since 3! = 6

p= 6c, [~+~+~+ ...-;-]T4.c; 14 2 3 00

The above equation may be put into the fonn

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

Let

The numerical value of (J may be determined and then the Knoop's theory and application of

infinite series gives the following particular solution of his equation

'X 1 4-

I-=!!.-·
.:J n4 90

(2.48)

and then by substituting the necessary input of the constant and multiplying with the above

sum, one gets

18
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Therefore

peT) =aT4
• (2.50)

The above equation is for bIackbody objects and a non-blackbody object is given as:

peT) = cCYT4
•

1600

1400
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'E
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'"'"~ 600
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200

0
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500
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(2.51 )

Figure 2.5: A Simulation graph showing comparison of power versus temperature changes

according to change in equation (2.51).

2.2.5 Emissivity of various Materials

Different materials absorb radiation in different ways. Metals reflect most of the energy away

so they do not absorb much radiation, while a black material absorbs most of the incident

energy and its temperature may be raised as a result.

Emissivity is a fundamental property of a materiaL It is used to descnbe the emittance based

on the conditions that it is perfectly flat and even on a molecular scale. Emissivity c is defmed

[5, 13] as a measure of the ability of a body to radiate heat and is given by the ratio of the

power radiated by the body per unit area, to the power radiated per unit area ofa blackbody at

the same temperature.
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Figure 2.6: SimulatioDS of emitted radiation as a function of A. for bodies at 1273 K and 3

different s.

A blackbody has an emissivity of I [5, 10] because it absorbs or emits without reflectance or

transmission. Real bodies have an emissivity of less than 1. The emittance depends on shape,

surface TOughnesS, and oxidation or other surface effects. The emissivity ability of a real

physical body depends on different factors such as its temperature, its physical and chemical

composition, and the angle at which the radiation is emitted [10].

If a non-blackbody is being viewed, however, its emissivity, which is a function of

wavelength and temperature, must be taken into consideration. Then the formula in equation

(2.24) can be expressed as:

(2.52)

where E: is the emissivity.
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2.2.6 Temperature

One is interested in determining the temperature from a particular blackbody radiation

spectrumI(.l,T). The temperature is determined by inverting the Planck function with an

appropriate emissivity,

T= C2 •

;[Rn( cls(;[) +1)
/(;[);[5

(2.53)

The temperature derived is called brightness temperature or blackbody temperature. As the

temperature of the sample rises, so it emits light as a blackbody according to Planck's law

modified with an appropriate emissivity. Then, by measuring the emission spectrum of the

sample one can therefore determine the temperature profile of the sample. However, the

emittance or emissivity must be known to convert radiant heat transfer measurements to

temperature and it is important that emittance be properly determined for the real material

being studied in order to obtain accurate temperature measurements [15].
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Chapter 3

Instrumentation

3.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the main techniques used to characterise the industrial diamond in this

study, such as Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron mieroscopy and x-ray diffraction.

Spectro-radiometric technique and laser principles are also discussed in this chapter.

3.2 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a useful technique for the identification ofa wide range of substances

like solids, liquids, and gases. It is a non-destructive technique requiring no sample

preparation. It involves illuminating a sample with monochromatic light and using a

spectrometer to examine light scattered by the sample.

Raman SPectroscoPY refers to scattered light from a sample that exhibits a frequency shift

corresponding to the energy of specific molecular vibrations. It provides a chemical

composition of the sample. At the molecular level, photons can interact with matter by

absorption or scattering processes. Scattering may occur either elastically, or inelastically.

Raman SPectroscoPY relies on inelastic scattering or Raman scattering of monochromatic

light, usually from a laser in the visible, near infrared, or near ultraviolet range.

Raman scattering occurs when the system exchanges energy with the photon and the system

subsequently decays to vibrational energy levels above or below that of the initial state. The

frequency shift corresponding to the energy difference between the incident and scattered

photon is termed the Raman shift. The Raman shift occurs either as up or down shift of the

scattered photon frequency relative to that of the incident photon and it depends on whether

the system has lost or gained vibrational energy. The do\\'n-shifted and up-shifted components

are called stokes and anti-stokes lines, respectively. Raman spectrum is given by a number of

photons detected versus Raman shift from the incident laser energy [25].

Lasers are used as a photon source due to their highly monochromatic nature, and high beam

fluxes. Light or laser beam from the sample passes back through the microscope optics into
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the spectrometer. Charge-coupled device (CCD) detector is used to detect the Raman shifted

radiation and a computer is used for data acquisition and curve fitting.

ThirdS1age

Macro-sample
Compartment

Figure 3.1: Optical diagram ofa Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman spectrometer.

Figure 3.1 is an optical diagram of a Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman spectrometer that was used

in this study. The T64000 configuration is composed of a double subtractive pre

monochromator (mono I and 2) and a spectrograph stage (mono 3) as shown i.ll figure 3.1.

The pre-monochromator is a double monochromator (1800 gr/mm gratings) working in a

subtractive mode. It acts as a tuneable filter in the spectral range defined by the scanning

mechanism and the gratings. The polychromatic radiation is limited to a specific wavelength

range AI -A2 at the exit of the pre-monochromator. The elastic radiation has to be outside this

range.

The spectrograph stage is used as disperser. It is equipped with a two grating-turret: 1800

gr/rnm and 600 gr/1IlITL The polychromatic radiation ),1 -)·2, selected by the pre

monochromator, is dispersed by the grating of the spectrograph stage. The spectrum is
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acquired with a multi-channel detector, a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) detector, cooled by

liquid nitrogen down to 140 K. The CCD detector is mounted in the plane ofthe exit image.

The T64000 system can work in single spectrograph configuration. In this configuration, the

elastic radiation is removed by using an appropriate holographic notch filter. The T64000 is

equipped with a confoca1 microscope that permits experiments on small size samples, with an

improved spatial, lateral and depth resolution. The total spectrum is acquired spectral band by

spectral band. Each spectral band is measured for a specific grating position. The width ofthe

spectral band depends on the scattered light and the grating used (600 gr/mrn or 1800 gr/mrn).

Different lasers may be used in conjunction with the T64000: an argon lasc;:r (the main lines

are 514.5 nm and 488 nm), mixed laser argon with main lines 647.1 nm, 514.5 nm and 476.7

nm and dye laser providing incident radiation between 600 and 640 nm.

3.3 Scanning electron microscopy

A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is similar to the transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) because they both employ a beam of electrons directed at the specimen. They both

have similar features such as the electron gun, condenser lenses and vacuum system but the

way in which the images are produced and magnified are entirely different. TEM provides

information about the internal structure of thin specimens while SEM is primarily used to

study the surface, or near surface, structure 0 f bulk specimens.

SEM, as its name suggests, is an instrument that produces mostly a magnified image by using

electrons instead of light. Figure 3.2 is a schematic diagram showing the main components

and the mode of operation of a simple SEM. The electron gun or source is usually of the

tungsten filament thermionic emission type. The electrons are accelerated to an energy, which

is usually between 1 keY, and 30 keY, which is
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of a typical scanning electron microscopy that was employed in

the present study [www.steve.gb.com/scienceJelectron_microscoPYJ.

considerably lower than the energies typical of the TEM (100 - 300 keY) [26]. An electron

gun or source produces a beam of electrons at the top of the microscope. Then the beam

travels through condenser lenses, which demagnify the electron beam until it hits the

specimen as shown in figure 3.3. Usually, in older instruments, the fine beam of electrons is

scanned across the specimen by the scan coils, while a detector counts the number of low

energy secondary electrons. The same effect in modern instruments is achieved by digitally

controlling the beam position on the specimen and the resuhant image is displayed on a

computer screen.

SEM requires a preparation procedure of specimen before examination. For effective viewing

of a specimen in the SEM it is usually necessary for the surface of the specimen to be

electrically conducting. During normal operation there is a surplus ofelectrons building up on

the specimen surface. The surface becomes negatively charged until very soon the incoming

primary electrons are repelled and deviated from their normal path, and a distorted image will
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be formed. Therefore specimen must be coated with a thin conducting layer ofgold or carbon

before SEM examination.

Incident Beam

X-rays

I\uger electrons ~-"""L-..
'---'"

Sample

Figure 3.3: Some ofthe signals, which may be used in the SEM.

Primary backscattered
electrons

Secondary electrons

All SEMs nonnally have facilities for detecting secondary electrons, backscattered electrons

and x-rays. X-rays are used for chemical analysis rather than imaging. In principle they are

two things that can be determined from the x-ray spectrum emitted by the specimen that are:

measurement of the wavelength or energy of each characteristics x-ray that is emitted enables

us to find out which elements are present in the specimen (qualitative analysis), measurement

of how many x-rays of any type are emitted per second should also tell us how much of the

element is present (quantitative analysis). Therefore, many SEMs are equipped with energy

dispersive spectrometer (EDS) detection system, which is able to detect and display most of

the x-ray spectrum.

Energy dispersive x-ray analysis is sometimes referred to EDS or EDX and etc. It is a

technique used for identifYing the elemental composition ofthe specimen. EDX is a result of

electron interaction with atoms. EDX analysis takes place inside the scanning microscopy

when the specimen is bombarded with an electron beam The incoming (primary) electron

collides with electrons in the shells (K, L, and M, N ... as shown in figure 3.4) of the atom,

thereby emitting electromagnetic radiation in the form of x-rays. The amount of energy

released by the transferring electron depends on which shell it is transfer from, as well as

which shell it is transferring to. The atom of every element releases x-rays with unique

amounts of energy during the transferring process. Thus, by measuring the amounts of energy
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present in the x-rays being released by a specimen during electron beam bombardment, the

identity ofthe atom from which the x-ray was emitted can be established.

N,32

M,18

K,2

Nucleus

•

Figure 3.4: Typical diagram ofelectrons orbit around the nucleus in different shells, labelled

from the innermost shell as K, L, M, N, etc. Each shell can have a certain number of

electrons.

The output of an EDX analysis is an EDX spectrum as shown in figure 3.5. The EDX

spectrum is just a plot ofhow frequently an x-ray is received for each energy level. The EDX

spectrum normally displays peaks corresponding to the energy levels for which the most x

rays had been received. Each of these peaks are unique to an atom, and corresponds to a

single element. Therefore the peak serves as a fingerprint of that element.
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Figure 3.5: Typical EDX spectrum (that X-ray intensity as finger-prints ofelements in the

sample).

In the present study the investigation of morphology and qualitative analyses of industrial

diamond were performed using SEM LEO 1525. The SEM LEO 1525 is fitted with Oxford

Instruments INCA energy dispersive and wavelength dispersive x-ray spectrometer. Oxford

Instruments INCA energy dispersive and wavelength dispersive x-ray spectrometer are useful

for many material investigations such as chemical composition analysis, elementary detection

(spectra), distnbution detection (mapping) and simuhaneous detection of 30 elements. This

SEM has high resolution and image quality of 1.5 nm at 20 kV and 3.5 nm at I kV for

metallic and non metallic materials and also magnification of 20 ~ 500 000 X for

morphological characterisation.

3.4 X-ray powder diffraction

X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation with high energies and short wavelengths.

They occur in that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum between gamma-rays and the

ultraviolet. X-ray diffraction has been used in two main areas: fingerprint characterisation of

crystalline materials and the determination of their structures chemical.
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a method by which x-rays of known wavelengths are passed

through a sample to be identified in order to identuy the crystal structure. When a sample is

irradiated with a parallel beam ofmonochromatic x-rays, the atomic lattice ofthe sample acts

as a three dimensional diffraction grating causing the x-ray beam to be diffracted to specific

angles. The diffraction pattern, that includes position (angles) and intensities of the

diffraction beam, provides information about the sample: the angles are used to calculate the

d-spacing and the position (d) of diffracted peaks also provides information about how the

atoms are arranged within the crystalline compound [27].

In x-ray powder diffractometry, x-rays are generated within a sealed~ that is under

vacuum. A current is applied that heats a filament within the tube, the higher the current the

greater the number of electrons emitted from the filament. 15 - 60 Kilovolts is the range of

voltage that is normally applied within the tube. This high voltage accelerates the electrons,

which then hit a target, commonly made ofcopper. X-rays are produced when these electrons

hit the target. The wavelength of these x-rays is characteristic of that target. A detector

measure the x-ray signal and the signal then processed either by a microprocessor or

electronically, converting the signal to a count rate. X-ray scan is perfonned by changing the

angle between the x-ray source, the sample and the detector at a controlled rate between

present limits. The distance between the planes of atoms that constitute the sample can be

measure during the time an x-ray beam hits a sample and diffracted by applying Bragg's law.

Bragg's law is nil. =2dhkl sin B, where the integer n is the order of the diffracted beam, d is the

distance between adjacent planes of atoms (the d-spacing) A. is the wavelength of the x-rays

and Bis the angle of incidence ofthe x-ray beam The geometry ofan XRD unit is designed to

accommodate this measurement (figure 3.6). The characteristics set ofd-spacing generated in

a typical x-ray scan provide a unique "fingerprint" of the elements present in the sample.

When properly interpreted, by comparison with standard reference patterns and

measurements, this "fingerprint" allows for identification ofthe material [28].

X-ray diffraction set up requires an x-ray source, the sample under investigation and a

detector to collect the diffracted x-rays. Figure 3.6 is a schematic diagram of an x-ray

diffractometer. When the incident beam strikes a sample, diffraction occurs in every possible

orientation of2B. The diffracted beam may be detected by using a moveable detector such as
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a Geiger cmmter, which is connected to a chart recorded. In general, the counter is set to scan

over a range of28 values at a constant angular velocity [29].

The powder x-ray diffraction generator used in this study was a Phillips PW 1830 generator

operating at 45 kV and 40 rnA. A Phillips x-rays diffractometer equipped with a graphite

monochromator and a copper tube is used to collect the powder data The data is collected on

a PC and ana1yzed using a computerized search and standard reference patterns.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of an X-ray diffraction. The x-rays are scattered through 26

and focused to an image plate/detector for data recording.

3.5 Laser

A laser is a device that amplifies light and produces a highly directional, high-intensity beam

that most often has a very pure frequency or wavelength [30]. Lasers come in sizes ranging

from approximately one tenth the diameter of a human hair to the sizes of a very large

building, in powers ranging from 10-9 to I(f0 Watts, and in wavelengths ranging from the

microwave to the soft-x-ray spectral regions with corresponding frequencies from lOll to 1017
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Hz. It has pulse energies as high as 104 Joules and pulse durations as short as 5 x 10-15

seconds. Lasers can easily drill holes in the most durable of materials and can weld detached

retinas within the human eye.

3.5.1 Definition of a laser

The word LASER is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of

Radiation. All lasers have some unique characteristics but they function under similar

principles. There are three important components of a laser system First, all lasers contain a

gain or laser medium or active material which may be a collection of atoms, molecules or

ions. The active material can be anything: gas, solid, liquid or a semiconductor. Second, lasers

have an excitation source called a pump or power supply, which is required to excite the

atoms from a lower energy state to a higher energy state. An optical cavity or resonator is

another basic requirement for a laser. This consists of a set of mirrors MI and M2 with the

active material in between them to form a resonator. One ofthe mirrors is 100% reflective and

the other one is partially reflective.

Pumping

Mirror Partially reflective mirror

Pumping

Figure 3.7: Basic components ofa laser system.

In a laser, a laser medium is energized or pumped, by the external energy source (source of

excitation). The pump energy is absorbed by a laser medium, placing some of its particles into

a high energy level (excited). Particles can interact with light either by absorbing photons or

by emitting photons. Emission can be spontaneous or stimulated. Some of the spontaneously

emitted photons run in a direction parallel to the lasing medium, so they bounce back and
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forth off the mirrors. As they pass through the gain medium, they stimulate emission in other

excited atoms. Monochromatic, single-phase, collimated light leaves the lasing medium

through the partially reflective mirror. There are many different types of lasers. Lasers are

commonly given a name by the type of lasing material employed, for example, Solid-state

lasers have a lasing material distnbuted in a solid matrix, while gas lasers like HeNe laser and

CO2 laser have a gas medium.

3.5.2 Unique properties of a laser

A typical laser that generates a beam oflight can have many properties that are unique. Lasers

generally have a narrower frequency distnbution, much higher intensity, ,a much greater

degree ofcollimation and much shorter pulse duration, than that available from more common

types of light sources. Therefore, lasers are useful in compact disc players, in supermarket

checkout scanners, in surveying instnunents, and in medical applications such as surgical

knives.

3.5.3 CO2 laser

The CO2 laser is one of the earliest gas lasers to be developed [30] and it is one of the most

useful lasers. A CQz laser can emit high-power due to its high efficiency. It produces a beam

of infrared light in the wavelength bands from 9 to 11 micrometers. COz lasers can be tuned

by rotating an internal diffraction grating. By rotating the diffraction grating, a particular

wavelength can be selected. Since CQz lasers operate in the infrared, special materials are

important for their construction. The mirrors are made of coated silicon, molybdenum, or

gold, while windows and lenses are made of germanium or zinc selenide. The CQz laser can

have powers between milliwatts and gigawatts.

CQz lasers are increasingly being used in industry for many different material processes due

to their many advantages including high power density, high energy levels and high

directionality. These industrial applications include heat-treatment to modifY surface

structures through intense heating followed by cooling; melting the surface layer to modify

the properties such as wear and corrosion, drilling and cutting that involve melting and

ablation ofmaterials.
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3.5.4 Operation Principles of CO2 lasers

The basic principles of most COz lasers are similar to that ofany other gas laser. In general a

gas laser consists of a low-pressure gas-filled vessel called the laser tube located between two

mirrors that form an optical cavity. The gas in the tube called the laser medium can consist of

atoms, and molecules. Laser action is usually obtained in the gas by pumping it by an

electrical discharge; the energetic electrons provided by the discharge collide with the active

gas atoms, exciting them to a higher energy level from which they automatically drop down to

a lower energy by emitting a photon. HeNe lasers are based on excited atoms and COz lasers

use a population inversion in the VIbrational energy states ofCOz molecules mixed with other

gases. The population inversion is the number ofatoms in the excited state versus the number

in the ground state [31].

The usual gas fill in a COz laser is carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and helium. Typically, the gas fill

contains the mixture of7% carbon dioxide, 18% nitrogen and 75% helium. The COz laser is a

3-energy level system. The energy of excited nitrogen molecules provides the energy needed

to raise COz molecules from the ground state to energy level 3. The helium in the mixture has

two functions: helium atoms mixed together with COz molecules at energy level 2, helping

them return to the ground state, and it improves the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture

[31-32].

Excitation transfer from the Nz pumps the upper COz laser level and Nz itself is excited by

electron impact. The relevant energy levels of the COz and Nz molecules are vibrational

rotational levels of their electronic ground states. The vibrational-rotational characteristics of

the COz molecule are discussed below. The COz and Nz vibrational energy levels are shown in

figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Vibrational energy levels ofCO:! and Nz. The energies are given in cm-I.

3.5.5 Molecular vibration

The CO:! laser is characterised by the vibrational and rotational transition states in the CO2

molecules, and the molecules act like simple harmonic oscillators in three distinct ways.

Three characteristic vibrational modes exist: the symmetric mode (where the two oxygen

atoms vibrate against each other), the bending mode (where the carbon atoms move out of the

molecular axis) and the asymmetric mode (where the two oxygen atoms oscillate against the

carbon atoms) [31-33].
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Molecular structure of Carbon

o

The asymmetric stretch mode

The bending mode

The symmetric stretch mode

Figure 3.9: The carbon dioxide (COz) is a linear triatomic molecule and the nonnal modes of

vibration of the COz molecules: the asymmetric stretch mode, the bending mode and the

symmetric stretch mode.

Each of these normal modes is associated with the characteristics frequency of VIbration and

each mode of VIbration has a ladder of allowed energy levels associated with it, as in the case

of a diatomic molecule. The VIbrational energy levels ofthe molecule may then be labelled by

three integers vi, v2 and v3 and approximately:

E(vl, v2, v3) = hcm;(vi +~) +hcm;(v2+~)+hcm:(v3 +~)

wherem;,m; and m: are the normal-modes frequencies in units of wave numbers. The

normal-modes frequencies for COz are shown in figure 3.10 [34]:

m; = (j) (Symmetric stretch) ",1388 cm-I

m; = (j) (Bending) =:fJ67 cm-I

m: = (j) (Asymmetric stretch) ",2349 cm-I
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Figure 3.10: The first few vibrational energy levels of the CO2 molecule.

CO2 is a linear molecule; its rotational energy spectrum has the same characteristics as that for

diatomic molecules. Since the CO2 molecule is free to rotate, the total angular momentum (1)

or rotational quantum number divides each vibrational level, whose value is either 0 or a

positive integer. The selection rules for vibrational-rotational transitions in the CO2 molecule

are ,1.J = +1, giving the so-called P-branch transitions, and ,1.J = -I, giving the R-branch

transitions. Individual transitions are denoted by the letter P or R [31, 33].

3.5.6 PL6 CO2 laser

The type oflaser used in this study was the CO2 laser from Edinburgh Instruments PL6 model

as shown in figure 3.11. This laser is a wavelength tuneable continuous (cw) CO2 laser and is

operating in the infrared region. Tuneability of the laser wavelength is possible with

intracavity-mounted grating or micrometer, allowing line tuneable output in the 9.2 f.!m to II

f.!m range. It has a peak power -50 Watts at a wavelength of 10.6 f.!Tll.

The CO2 laser system consists of a gas cylinder, gas controller, chiller, power supply and a

laser head as is shown in figure 3.11. The CO2 laser requires water-cooling. The water flows

down the end ofthe tube into the laser for a few seconds and flows out to the chiller. The laser
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head consists of a shutter (For closing and opening the laser beam). The active medium in

c~ laser is a mixture of7% carbon dioxide, 18 % nitrogen and 75% helium. The gases are

mixed in a gas cylinder and into one end ofdischarge tube at a pressure of5-3 mbar.

Gas cylinder

Laser-head

Intracavity-mounted grating

Shutter

Gas control

Figure 3.11: A photograph ofthe C~ laser used in the present work.

3.6 Spectro-radiometric method

Spectroradiometry is defined as a technique of measuring the spectrum ofradiation emitted by

a source [35-36]. The radiation must be separated into its component wavebands and each

band measured separately. The characteristics of the source are provided by a spectrum of

intensity against wavelength. The measured radiation may be expressed in a number of ways,

depending on how the radiation entering the spectroradiometer is collected and how the

system software processes it. When the spectrum of radiation emitted by a source is known,

then its chemical or biological effect on a system can be calculated. The choice of

spectroradiometer's components and specifications will depend very much on the use for

which it is intended. Generally a spectroradiometer system consists offour basic units [37]:
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1. The input optics that gather radiation from a specified field of view and deliver it

to the monochromator.

2. A monochromator that separates the radiation into its component wavelengths.

3. A detector that measures the radiation at each wavelength.

4. A control and logging system to define the data gathered and store it.

~
L.---r----1 Control

Signal

D
'----+-------+----1

1
= I

Input optics Monochrornator Detector Control and logging

Figure 3.12: Basic components ofa spectroradiometer system

3.6.1 The monochromator

Figure 3.13 shows the monochromator (double monochromators), the central unit of a

spectroradiometer [35]. Monochromator consists of entrance and exit slits, collimating and

focusing optics, and wavelength dispersing element such as a grating or prism Within the

monochrornators, the first element to select is that which will separate the radiation into its

distinct wavebands, a task that may be performed by a prism or a diffraction grating. Most

common dispersers are diffraction gratings because although prisms are more robust, gratings

have a number of optical advantages. Therefore, the more lines/mm the better the dispersion

and the higher the resolution.
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Figure 3.13: Elements ofa double monochromator [38].

3.6.2 Input Optics

Exit
slit

The radiation that enters the monochromator will depend on the input optics. The input optics

(telescope or baffled tube) are required to be at the right angular field of view, in order to

collect radiation from the source. The waveband of radiation which will reach the

monochromator will be determined by the material used such as lenses, filters, for example

optical fibres are needed [36]. The input optics must be tailored to suit the needs of the

operator, not only for optical properties but also for other practical considerations.

3.6.3 The detector

The function of a detector is to measure the intensity at each designated wavelength from the

gathered radiation. The wavelength range, dynamic range and sensitivity required for the

measurements determine a detector to be used for the experiment. The basic detector

technologies fall into three groups that are photoemissive detectors, semiconductor devices

and thermal detectors. There are many options and modes of operation available within each

type ofdetectors.

3.6.4 The Control and logging system

The control and data logging associated with spectroradiometers are tasks most often

performed by a personal computer. The method of contro~ the devices and communication

lines between computer, monochromator and detector output should be optirnised to match

the desired features of the system
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Chapter 4

Temperature prof"Ile model

4.1 Introduction

In this study an analytical model based on the heat diffusion equation is developed to analyse

the temperature distnbution in a material irradiated by a CO:! laser. The model is muhi

dimensional and incorporates different types ofbeam characteristics and boundary conditions.

This study is conducted to show the effect of various laser beam parameters and material

properties on the laser heating process. Model prediction results of industrial diamond are

presented and discussed in this chapter. In the present study, a time-depeI1dent analytical

model of laser heating process in case of cylindrical geometry has been considered. The

numerical model of laser heating process descnbed here is restricted only to surface

temperature profile of the targeted material.

4.2 Mathematical model

The theoretical model of studying the surface of the material is based on the equation of heat

diffusion or heat flow with a non-zero source term. In order to find the dynamic temperature

distribution on the surface ofthe sample, the heat diffusion equation needs to be solved with a

non-zero source term [39]:

au ,
--D"V·U=Q(r)
at

(4.1 )

with diffusivity D = kJpCp and U is the temperature ofthe sample. Here p is the density, k is

the conductivity, ep is the heat capacity of the material and Q(r) is the source term of this

study. Then we solved the equation with cylindrical coordinates U(r. e. z) and we assumed

that U is dependent only on r and t. Therefore equation (4.1) becomes

aU(r,t) DV'U(r,t) = Q(r).
at
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where U(r. t) is the temperature on the surface ofthe sample.

This problem can be formulated in terms ofthe Green's function approach, which leads to an

integral solution given by [40]:

t a

U(r,t) = JJQ(q, r)G(r,q,t-r)dqdr
o 0

and Green's functions are given in equation (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.

(4.3)

(4.4)

Here we have assumed (equation (4.4)) that U(a, t) = 300 K and that U(r. 0) = 300 K. The Gm

terms are found from the solution to Jo( Gm) = O. Here a is the sample radius, J., refers to a

Bessel function oforder x and r is the radius coordinate.

(4.5)

. iJU
Here we have assumed (equation (4.5)) that -,- = Oat r = a. The Gm terms are positive zeros

or

ofthe fust-orderofBessel function, J1(am) = O.

4.3 Source term equation

The source term of this study is the C~ laser, which is a continuous Gaussian beam, TEMoo

mode and given by,
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(-2r')Uta exp ----;;z
Q(r) = plC 2

p1LOJ
(4.6)

where the total power of the laser beam target is 1'0, a is the absorption coefficient of the

sample, liJ is the laser beam radius at the target and I is the laser penetration depth. This was

derived as follows: In order to raise the temperature of a body, to make it hotter, we must

supply energy to it. The temperature of a body depends not only on the amount of energy

supplied to it, but also on its size and nature. In order to be able to compare the abilities 0 f

different materials to absorb energy we use the quantity specific heat capacity. ~n other words,

the amount ofheat gained or lost is given by [41]

Q= mCpf..T, (4.7)

where Q is quantity of heat, m is mass, Cp is specific heat capacity and f..T is change of

temperature. For an extremely small temperature change dT and corresponding quantity of

heat dQ,

And at the rate oftirne,

dQ =mC dT.
dt p dt

LetQ =E,T =U and equation (4.9) is written in this form,

dE =mC dU
dt p dt '

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

where m = pv, P is the density and v is the volume. Rearrange the terms and we get this:

dE

dt dU
--=-
pvC

p
dt
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The volume is given byv = lA, where I is the length and A is the area.

dE
dt dU

plACp dt
(4.12)

Since the intensity is given by 1= P and power is given by P = dE and equation (4.13)
A dt

becomes:

I(r) dU
--=-
plC

p
dt

Therefore the source term is given as

Q(r) = dU = I(r) .
dt plC

p

(4.13)

(4.14)

Note that not all laser intensity is absorbed by the material and then we modified the equation

to include the absorption coefficient a and the equation becomes

Q(r) = I~1a , (4.15)
P p

(
_2r

2
)

2Paexp 7
where I(r) = ? and then by substituting the intensity, the source term is given

nor

as:

(
_2r

2
)

2Pepexp ----;;'

Q(r) == plCp!rw'
(4.16)

The source term depends on the radial coordinate r, total power of the laser Po, the beam size

(J) and also on the absorption coefficient a (how well the material absorbs heat). Varying the

total power of the laser, the beam size and the radial coordinate then can vary the source. The
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source term is directly proportional to the total power of the beam, meaning that the increase

ofthe total power; result in increase ofthe source term.

4.3.1 Case 1: Heating of the material

The heating process caused by a laser beam was assumed to be due to absorption of the laser

beam in the thin surface layer of the bulk material. The heating ofthe material was modelled

as an equivalent surface thermal source with appropriate dynamic temperature distnbution.

This study focused on cylindrical samples and accordingly the temperature profile analysis

was performed using the cylindrical coordinate system. Though this problem is a tbree

dimensional one, the temperature profile is a function of the radial coordiDates and time

coordinates only, thus the problem under consideration becomes a one-dimensional one. The

geometry ofthe considered problem is shown in figure 4.1.

The laser beam

r

h

z

Figure 4.1: Geometry ofthe problem domain: r - radial coordinate, h - height of sample.

The following simplifYing assumptions are made in defining the model: it was assumed that

the dynamic temperature distnbutions of the laser beam intensity on the surface of the

material samples could be descnbed by a product of two independent functions of the radial

coordinate and time, for example r and t, respectively. The source term of this study is the

CO:! laser, which is continuous Gaussian beam, TEMoo mode and the equation is given in

equation (4.16). It was assumed that all the thermal parameters of the material of interest in

the considered temperature range are constant and temperature independent.
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The bOlmdary conditions of this study are: the initial temperature profile on the surface ofthe

material is at room temperature (U(r,O)=300K), initially, the temperature profile on the

edge of the material is at room temperature or is constant (U(a,t) = 300K) and also other

bOlllldary condition was that there is no heat flow on the material (BU =0 at r =a). U is the
Br

temperature profile ofthe material, a is the radius of the material, t is time and r is the radial

coordinate.

From equation (4.3) the temperature profile as function of time on the surface of the sample

can be determine by substituting the source term given in equation (4.16) and the Green's

function given in equation (4.4). The temperature profile as function oftime on the surface of

the sample is given as

(4.17)

The time integral can be solved analytically to yield:

(4.18)

Integrating over the area ofthe sample and dividing with whole area ofthe sample as follows

determine the average temperature on the surface ofthe sample:

b 2;r

J JU(r,t)rdrdB

U (t) = ",0----'-~----,-2.T----

J JrdrdB
o 0
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b

fU(r,t)rdr

U (t) = ",-0---;:-

b'

2

(4.20)

where b is any distance within a (b ~ a). Then by substituting the function of U(r,t) (equation

(4.18)) in equation (4.20),

(4.21)

Then, after appropriate calculus, the average temperature is given by

r Jexp(- 2S,' )t,Jo(am fldS(1- exp(- D~~)l- _ 8Poa ,,0 w a) a jab (amb)
U(t) - To + 2 2 ~ , , J, - .

b klJraJ m.' a';'J,"(aJ am a

(4.22)

Here we have assumed (equation (4.18) and (4.21)) that U(a. t) = 300 K and that U(r. 0) =

300 K. The am terms are fmmd from the solution to Jo(am) = O. Here a is the sample radius,

Jx refers to a Bessel function oforder x and r is the radius coordinate.

The equations (4.23) and (4.24) are for these boundary conditions: U(a. t) = 300 K and U(r.

0) = 300 K.

(4.23)
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_ ~ Jexp(- 2;22 )~o(am ~}q(l-exp(- Da~~ JJ
U( ) =T. 8Poa '" 0 ab J (amb)t 0+ 2 2£... 72 1 '

b khrm m=l a:nJj (am) a", a

(4.24)

The equations (4.25) and (4.26) are for these boundary conditions: oU =300K at r =a .
or

(4.25)

ab J (a.b Ifexl- 2~')1;1 (a'~)d~- ~ ~[I_ ,-2a')J+ 8Poa ~a.' a,; "( 0/ "a ~.1- {-Dla~)J
UU> To + ,ex , [pC b' •• L J'( ) . ex •IpCpJlll UJ p w a ..~I Q G.. Da; a-

(4.26)

The four equations depend on how well the material absorbs heat (a ), how small the beam is

(m), the total power of the laser (Po) and also to the material properties (D). These four

equations show that the temperature profile on the surface of the sample is decaying with

time. The trend that the temperature profile on the surface of the sample follows is an

exponential form.

4.3.2 Case 2: Cooling of the material

For the case when the laser is switched off (cooling ofthe sample) when the sample has a heat

surfuce temperature given by U (r. tog}, the source term is zero. The heat diffusion equation is

glVen as

oU(r,t) DV1U(r,t) = O.
ot

The above equation may be put into this form,
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1 aU(r,t) V'U(r,t) =O.
D at

(4.28)

The natural variable for the problem are cylindrical coordinates r,O, z. The Lap1ace's equation

in cylindrical coordinates is

Putting this in equation (4.28), then the expression become this

_1 au -!~(raU)__l a'u _ a'u =0
D at r ar ar r' ae' az' .

Then, after appropriate algebra or calculus, the expression becomes,

1 au a'u 1 au 1 a'u a'u_ o
D at - ar' --; ar -7 ae' - &' - .

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

Here the assumption is that U depends on r and t only then the expression becomes

(4.32)

Fourier's method of variable separation was used in order to transform the original PDE into

two ordinary differential equations as follows [42]:

U = R(r)T(t) .

Substituting equation (4.33) into equation (4.32) and dividing by RT gives,

(4.33)

(4.34)
1 dT I d'R _1 dR_ O

DT dt - R dr' - rR dr - .

First term is a function of t and last two terms functions of r, so we have two equations and
,

set each side equal to a constant -b-.
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_l_dT =_b2

DT dt '
~ d

2
R +_l_dR =_b2

R dr 2 rR dr
(4.35)

The time equation can be integrated to give this

T(t) = e-b'nt . (4.36)

The reason here for choosing the separation constant to be negative is that as t increases, the

temperature ofa body might decrease to zero as in equation (4.36), but it could not increase to

infinity as it would if the constant is positive.

I d'R 1 dR b2---+--=- .
R dr' rR dr

Muhiplying equation (4.37) with r
2R to get this

2 d'R dR '2r --+r-+b r R=O.
dr 2 dr

(4.37)

(4.38)

This is a Bessel's equation with the solution of I n (br) and Nn (br). Since the base of the

cylinder is considered to contain the origin, we use only the I n and not the Nn solutions since

Nn becomes infinite at the origin. Then we have

(4.39)

Thus the possible values ofb are the zeros ofI n • The basic solutions for U is then

(4.40)

Here it was assumed that U (a, t) = 300 K and that U (r, 0) = 300 K and the equation (4.40)

becomes

(4.41 )
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e~Db'tJ
O
(ba) = o.

(4.42)

The possible values ofU m are the zeros ofJo, call these zeros Um, m = 1, 2, 3 ... Then there are

infinite numbers of solutions of the fonn, and we shall write the solution ofour problem as a

series ofsuch solutions (eigenfunctions),

(4.43)

Initial boundary conditions: It was assumed that when t = 0, U = j(r). From equation (4.43):

(4.44)

Here we want to expand/(r) in a series of Bessel functions. Then we can find the coefficients

Cm in equations (4.44) by the same method used in finding the coefficients in a Fourier sine or

cosine series. This series is often called Fourier-Bessel series [42]. Multiply equation (4.44)

by rJo ( a p :),,u =1,2,3... , and integrate term by term from r = 0 to r = I. Because of the

orthogonality all terms ofthe series drop out except the term with m = J.I. and we get

(4.45)

For each value ofm = 1,2,3... , in equation (4.45) gives one of the coefficients in equation

(4.44) and (4.45), thus any Cm in equation (4.44) is given by equation (4.45) with

u = m. Then f{Jo( am ~)]' is given as f{Jo( am ~)r dr= a; J~ (am)'
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coordinate r is zero. The graph in figure 4.3 shows how the source term changes at various

beam size. The source term can be calculated as follows:

(
_2r

2
)

2p"aexp 7
Q(r) = rJ 2

f/cC plWJ

where 01 is given from the laser beam propagation equation:

2 )' ( )'
M'A, M'A· M'A , ,

o/(z)=(--J Z· -2Zo(-- z+ -- Zo +010.
KOJo KOJo KOJo

The source terms is distnbuted across the sample, the peak value was calculated at

r = 0 only and then equation (4.49) reduced to this

Q= 2p.,a,.
picpKOJ-

(4.49)

(4.50)

(4.51 )

Then the beam size from figure 4.2 was used to calculate the source term (given equation

(4.51» at various distances for minimum, medium and maximum power ofthe laser. The peak

value ofthe source term at r = 0 versus the position of the beam size was plotted as shown in

figure 4.3. This graph shows that at the waist of the beam the source term is high and is

falling as the beam expand. This means that varying the size of the beam can vary the source

term.
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Figure 4.2: The beam size on the sample could be changed by moving the sample in and out

ofthe focal region ofthe beam, thus modifYing the source term equation (4.51).
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Figure 4.3: Calculation of the source term at various distances (from the focusing optic)

during the laser beam propagation. Since the source term is distributed across the sample, we

have plotted the peak value at r = 0 only.
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4.4.2 Parameter study using diffusion equation solution

A parameter study is carried out to analyse the effect ofdifferent laser beam parameters such

as beam size and defocused distance. Laser beam parameters and material properties are given

in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Properties ofmaterial and laser beam parameters.

Material Density Specific heat (Jlkg. Thermal

K) conductivity (WIll.

K)

Industrial diamond 3996

Laser beam spot size m is 0.9 x 10-3 m

0.521 529.640

4.4.3 Effects of laser beam size and time

The beam size along with beam power determines the power intensity distribution. Using

lenses of different focal lengths varies the beam spot size. In this study, two different beam

size l4 0.5 mm and I mm are considered. A result for surface temperature is shown in figure

4.4. The dynamic temperature profile is computed based on the beam size given and by

equation (4.23) for heating ofthe material.

Results show that surface temperature distribution closely resembles the Gaussian distribution

of the incident laser beam. The maximum surface temperature increases as the beam size

decreases from 1 mm to 0.5 mm. However, with the use of a smaller beam size, the higher

beam intensity can be achieved that causes a significantly high temperature rise in the

material. A smaller laser beam size not only causes high surface temperature, but also creates

a wider and deeper heated region.

Figure 4.5 is temperature distnbution on the surface of the sample at different times. The

graph shows that the spatial variation in temperature in the sample is very rapid and falls off

towards of the edges of the sample. Both the graphs (figure 4.4 and figure 4.5) mean that

varying the beam size and time can vary the peak surface temperature of the sample.
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Figure 4.4: Effect oflaser beam size m on surface temperature distnbution across the surface

ofthe material and the parameters were assumed: Po =30 W, t =100 ~s (Equation 4.23). This

graph shows that the maximum surface temperature increases as the beam size decreases.
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-0.0001 s
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Figure 4.5: Effect of time on surface temperature distnbution across the surface of the

material and the parameters were assumed: Po = 30 W, m = I mm (Equation 4.23). This graph

(figure 4.5) shows that the temperature rise in the sample is very fast and falls off towards the

edges ofthe sample.
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Figure 4.6: The peak (Equation 4.23) and average temperatures (Equation 4.24) rise in the

micro-second scale, and stabilise after less than I s. The average values in this calculation are

much less than the peak due to a highly localised source term.

4.4.4 Comparison of tbe two boundary conditions for beating of tbe

material

The surface temperature profile is computed based on the beam spot size (waist) given as 0.9

mm and by equation (4.23), U (a, t) = 300 K and U(r. 0) = 300 K and equation

(4.25), au = 0, atr =a for heating of the industrial diamond.
ar

Let the I st boundary condition to be this U (a. t) = 300 K and U(r. 0) = 300 K and

od . au 0
2 boundary condition to be this -~- = , at r =a.

or

The graph in figure 4.7 is the comparison of the two boundary conditions for the surface

temperature of the industrial diamond. The temperature on the Ist and 2nd boundary conditions

rises in the microsecond scale and stabilise in 0.0001 s. The maximum temperature on the 1st

boundary condition is approximately 3200 K and on the 2
nd

boundary condition is

approximately ooסס2 K. It is understandable for the temperature ofthe 2
nd

boundary condition
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to rises very fast and reach very high temperature since the 2nd boundary condition state that

there is no heat flow out of the material. Figure 4.8 is surface temperature across the sample

for the two boundary conditions of the industrial diamond. This graph shows that the

temperature rise in the sample is very fast and fulls offtowards the edges ofthe sample.

20000

15000

-2nd boundary condition
-1st boundary condition

5000

o-f-~-.---~-.--~--,.-~-r-~-.-~
0.00000 0.00002 0.00004 0.00006 0.00008 0.00010

t (s)

Figure 4.7: Comparison of the two boundary conditions for industrial diamond and the

parameters were assumed: Po = 30 W, lib = 0.9 x 10-3
ID, ISl boundary condition (Equation

4.23) and 2nd boundary condition (Equation 4.25). We plotted maximum/peak temperature

when r is zero.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the two boundary conditions for industrial diamond across the

surface of the material and the parameters were assumed: Po = 30 W, t = 100 liS, Clb = 0.9 X

10-3 m

4.5 Conclusions

An analytical model based on diffusion equation is successfully developed to analyse the

temperature distnbution in materials irradiated by a COz laser. A parametric study shows the

significant effect of parameters such as laser beam sizes_ The maximum surface temperature

increases as the beam size decreases. The temperature rises in the sample is very fast and falls

off towards the edges of the sample. Both these observations have been confirmed

experimentally in chapter 6.
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ChapterS

Characterisation of a CO2 laser

5.1 Introduction

The efficiency with which a material absorbs energy from an incoming laser beam and

converts it to heat depends on the properties of materials as well as on the characteristics of

the beam, such as wavelength, energy and spatial intensity profile. In this chapter a COz laser

was characterized by quantifYing the following parameters: beam quality, power and focused

beam size.

5.2 Properties of near-Gaussian beams

A laser beam has a Gaussian intensity profile in transverse electromagnetic (TEMoo) mode

given by [43]

(
(x+ y)2J

1(x,y,z) = 10(z) exp -2 m(Z)2

where 1o(z) is the intensity on the beam axis at any location, z and is given as

I _ 2P
o - Jrm(Z)2

(5.1 )

(5.2)

where P is the total power in the beam. The beam size a;(z) can be expressed in terms of the

waist (Q), the waist position zo, and the wavelength A:

I + (
z ~_RZO )\2m(z)=mo ~
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The ZR is referred to as the Rayleigh range (equation (5.4» and is considered the depth of

focus for a Gaussian beam

2
KOJo

ZR =-2-'
MA.

(5.4)

The TEMoo mode is often the desired mode because it propagates with the least beam

divergence and can be focused to the tightest spot (by propagating a beam through a focus

optic) as shown in figure 5.1. Gaussian beams have a waist (Q) that usually occurs somewhere

after the focused mirror. The beam then gradually expands from that, location. Then the

expanding beam has a curved wave-front with radius ofcurvature R (z) given as

(5.5)

The beam angular spread B in radians at distances well beyond the focused mirror can be

giVen as

(5.6)

The output from real-life lasers is not truly Gaussian. Then to accommodate this variance, a

quality factor M2 has been defined to describe the deviation of the laser beam from a

theoretical Gaussian. For a theoretical Gaussian M
2

= I and for a real laser beam M
2

> I [44].
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Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram showing some of the parameters of a Gaussian laser beam

(TEMoo mode).

Therefore the necessary beam parameters are the waist lLb, the position of the waist Zo and

beam quality M2• These beam parameters can be determined experimentally by recording

beam profiles at several axial positions along z, calculating values for the beam width ~z)

and then least-squares fitting to obtain lltJ, Zo and M
2

• Ifthe waist mJ and the beam quality M
2

are known, the beam width ~z) at any distance z from where the waist occurs can be

determined from equation (5.3) and also Rayleigh range, radius of curvature.

5.3 Experimental set-up

A continuous wave (cw) COz laser (Edinburgh instrument, model PL6) was characterised in

this study. A Helium Neon laser was aligned co-linear with the COz beam for easier

alignment through the optical system and experimental set-up is given figure 5.2. The two

lasers were then combined using a beam combiner close to the aperture ofthe COz laser. The

flat mirror reflected the laser beam to a pop-up mirror in the optical set up which allowed the

laser beam to be directed to a diagnostics table for power measurements (Coherent power

meter, model 201) and for determining the lasing wavelength using a spectrum analyser

(Optical Engineering Inc, model 16A). A polarisation based attenuator was used to allow

power variability (this can also be achieved through adjustment of the laser discharge

current).
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Pop-up mirror

Attenuator

Combiner

R=lm

HeNe laser

CO2 laser

Power meter or
Spectral analyser

Figure 5.2: A schematic of the laser beam delivery for characterisation.

5.3.1 Beam quality and size

The laser beam was focused using a I m radius ofcurvature concave mirror (gold coated from

II-VI Inc.) and the intensity profile of the laser beam was measured. The laser beam profile

was measured at various distances from the focus mirror using the scanning slit method. The

width of the slit (0.1 mm) was chosen so as to be small enough to allow for good spatial

resolution. The beam radius at each z position was determined by fitting a Gaussian function

to the slit transmission data A non-linear least squares fit was used to extract the necessary

laser beam parameters, such as waist (Ilb), waist position (zo) and laser beam quality (M\
This analysis is presented in a later section.

5.3.2 Laser power versus wavelength and power losses

As mentioned in chapter 3 the tuneability of the laser is possible by means of a grating in the

CO2 laser cavity. By changing the grating orientation, a counter with a number system from

ooסס to 9999 enables accurate calibration of this orientation into wavelength. The wavelength
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was measured at each counter number system by using the C~ laser spectrum analyser and

the power at each wavelength was measured. This was needed for choosing the wavelength

with the highest power from the laser.

There are many ways to vary the power ofthe PL6 C<h laser, such as varying the current of

the laser, varying the angle ofan attenuator and by changing the grating orientation. A power

meter was placed at different points (pO and PI) in order to assess the power losses

throughout the system (see figure 5.3). The laser current was varied in order to change the

output power of the laser and the power was recorded at each point of laser current.

Rac

HeNe laser

Combiner

PO

PI

R=lm

C<h laser

Figure 5.3: A schematic of the laser beam delivery for losses throughout the system

5.3.4 Polarization

A home-made attenuator consisting of two ZnSe windows mounted at the Brewster angle has

a schematic diagram shown in figure 5.4. The home-made attenuator can be rotated in the

plane perpendicular to the direction of the beam. By rotating the windows and measuring the

transmitted power as a function of the rotational angle, the polarization of the laser beam can

be determined.
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.....U/

(5.7)

Figure 5.4: A sketch ofhome made attenuator, which is made of two ZnSe windows mounted

at Brewsler's angle. The diagram shows a ray traced through the system.

Consider figure 5.4 and assume that a beam of vertical polarized light is incident upon a ZnSe

window of refractive index n/ at an angle of incidence 8, and transmitted at the angle of

refraction ~ within the ZoSe window interfaces Tt, Tz. T] and T4 respectively. At one

particular angle of incidence, however, light with one particular polarization cannot be

reflected and the angle of incidence is the Brewster's angle, Ba, and is derived as follows [45]

1C

8,+8'=2'

where e. is the angle of incidence and ~ is the angle ofrefraction. Using Snell's law

(5.8)

We can calculate the incidence angle e. = Ba at which no light is reflected:

(5.9)

(5.10)
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Rearranging we get this

B _,(n2 )
B = Tan -;;;-. (5.11)

The polarization that cannot be reflected at this angle is the polarization for which the electric

field of the light waves lies in the same plane as the incident ray and the surfuce normal.

Therefore light polarised in this plane is fully transmitted.

The transmittance ofthe ZnSe windows set at the Brewster angle was calculated using Fresnel

equations and compared with the experimental data The Fresnel equations descnbe the

behaviour of light when moving between media of different refractive indices. Using the

Fresnel equations for reflection and refraction at an interface, it may be shown that the

intensity reflection coefficients RlI and Ri of the windows for light polarized parallel and

perpendicular to the plane of incidence respectively are given by [46J

[ ]'R = Sin(B, - B,)
1. SineB, +B,)

RlJ = [Tan(B, - (), )]'
Tan(B, +B,)

(5.12)

(5.13)

where B, and B, are the angles of refraction and incidence, respectively. The relationship

between reflectance and transmittance assuming no absorption is given by

R+T=l.

Then transmittances for parallel and perpendicular light are given by

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

The angle of incidence is equal to the angle of transmission for interfaces T2 and T4 because

the normal lines are parallel to each other. Since the ZnSe windows are set at the Brewster

angle, so the angle of incident is given as
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-l[nz]0, = Tan -;;; (5.17)

nj is I and n2 is 2.403 in equation (5.17). See equation (5.7) and therefore ~ is given by

1r
0. =--0,.

2
(5.18)

We calculated transmittance from Tj interface through T4 interface for parallel and

perpendicular polarization. The total transmittance of the system Was calculated by

multiplying the transmittance T} interface to T4 interface for parallel and perpendicular

polarization:

(5.19)

(5.20)

Ell

e

Figure 5.5: A schematic diagram ofpolarization light at angle.

Consider a light beam in the z direction incident on a polarizer, which has its transmission

axis in the y direction. On the average, halfofthe incident light has its polarization axis in the

y direction and half in the x direction. Then half the intensity is transmitted and the

transmitted light is linearly polarised in the y direction. Assume we have a second polarizer
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whose transmission axis makes an angle owith that ofthe first polarizer (figure 5.5). The E

vector of the light between the polarizers can be resolved into two components, one parallel

and one perpendicular to the transmission axis of the second polarizer. Ifwe call the direction

oftransmission ofthe second polariser E/f and E-L the their equations can be written as

Ell = EoCos0 ,

E1- = EoSinO .

(5.21)

(5.22)

Only the component E/f is transmitted by the second polariser. The intensity is proportional to

the square of the amplitude. Then the intensity transmitted by both' polarizers can be

expressed as

III =Eit = Eg Cos 20 ,

11- =E~ =EgSin20.

Therefore the total intensity for parallel and perpendicular polarization is given by

III =T,DtollI X (EoCos 0)2 ,

11- =T,DtoH X (EoSinO)2.

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

Then to get the total transmittance intensity of the Brewster windows we added the total

intensity ofparallel and perpendicular polarization (equation (5.25) and (5.26)):

(5.27)

5.4 Results and discussion

Figure 5.6 shows an experimental data of the power spectrum. This power spectrum shows

the well-known four distinct emission bands from the CCh laser in the wavelength range 9.2

to 10.81!ffi The major bands correspond to the rotational (R) and vibrational (P) modes ofthe

CCh molecule. 9 P and 10 P are the strongest bands while 9 R and 10 R are lowest bands.
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101'20 line has the most power and is at roughly 10.6 Ilm. All the results that follow below

were set to the 101'20 line band (10.6 Ilm) since it has most power.

10 P
50 9P 10 R ....

."'- - •• ••• •40 9R • • • •
• ••• • • •, • • • •~ •s: 30

~ • • •... •Cl> • • •3: •0
Cl.. 20 • •• • • •

10 •

11.010.510.09.5
o+---~--~-~--~--~--~--~-~

9.0

Figure 5.6: Experimental data of the power spectrum of the COz laser, showing the well

known four distinct emission bands. The 101'20 line showed the highest output power of

roughly 45 Watts.

The laser beam was focussed as discussed in section 5.2.1 and the resulting propagation was

measured. The graphs in figure 5.7 show experimental data and fitted Gaussian as a function

of slit position. The beam size was determined by fitting a Gaussian function to the

experimental data
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Figure 5.7: Gaussian intensity profile enables one to determine the beam size by fitting a

Gaussian function.
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Figure 5.8: Experimental and theoretical data of the laser beam as it propagates enables one

to determine the beam quality, waist and position of the waist. This is needed for predicting

the beam size throughout the experiment.
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The graph in figure 5.8 shows experimental and theoretical data of the laser beam as it

propagates, and enables one to determine the beam quality, waist and position of the waist.

The beam quality (M'), waist (l4J) and position ofthe waist (zo) can be detennined by fitting a

beam propagation equation to the measured data and can be solved as:

This can be expanded to a polynomial function inz:

( 2)2 (')' ( 2)', M A, M- A M A , 2
W (z)= -- z -2zo -- z+ -- Zo +wo •

"Wo lrWo lrOJo

OJ' (z) = 2.18409 X 10-5 z' -1.93796 X 10-5 z + 5.75502 x 10-<.

The solution is:

(M
22)' =2.18409xlO-5 •

"Wo

( )

2
M'A

-2zo -- =-1.93796x10-5
•

"Wo

( ')'M-A 2' -6
-- ZO +WO= 5.75502 x 10 .
"Wo

Results are given in table 5.1:

Table 5.1: Propagation parameters

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

I~(m) Zo(m)

0.4436 1.68 10.6

The laser beam was found to be near Gaussian in intensity profile (M2
= 1.68) and focused to

a waist radius of0.001207 m

Results for laser power optllnization via laser current of a CO:! laser power supply are shown

in figure 5.9. A COz laser has two arms of its U-shaped resonator. Current meter I controls
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the electrical current in one arm and current meter 2 controls electrical current in the other

arm. One of the laser current meters was fixed at 26 A while the other meter 1 was varied to

yield corresponding power reading. Current and output power data were obtained.

55
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Figure 5.9: Laser current's effect on the power output: PO signifies the point at the exit of the

laser.

The graph in figure 5.10 is the experimental data for the optical power transmission of the

CO:! laser through the home-made attenuator. The power at each angle was measured by

varying the angle attenuator as discussed in section 5.2.2. This spectrum shows that the

maximum power is at 0°, 180° and 360° and minimum power is at 90° and 270°. The

theoretical curves for the parallel and perpendicular polarized light are shown in figure 5.11

and 5.12, respectively and the total optical intensity or power transmission is shown in figure

5.13. The experimental data was fitted to the theoretical curve as shown in figure 5.14 and

there is very good agreement between theory and experiment. The minimum transmittance

and maximum transmittance were 0.06 and 0.9, respectively. This implies a total intensitv: J

= 0.06 + 0.9 = 0.96. The fraction that was horizontally polarized was thus: (0.06 / 0.96)

xIOO= 6.25 %. The fraction that was vertically polarized was thus: 100 % - 6.25 % = 93.75 %.
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Figure 5.10: Experimental data for the optical power transmission of the CO2 laser through

the home-made attenuator.
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Figure 5.11: Optical intensity transmission of the parallel polarized light through the ZnSe

windows (equation (5.25)).
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Figure 5.12: Optical intensity transmission of the perpendicular polarized light through the

ZnSe windows (equation (5.26».
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Figure 5.13: Total intensity transmission light through the lnSe windows (equation (5.27)).
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Figure 5.14: Total intensity transmission fitted to the experimental data. This graph shows a

good agreement between the model (equation (5.27)) and experimental data

5.5 Conclusions

The experiments characterising the CCh laser were successful. The necessary laser parameters

were determined and were given as: Waist of the beam was 0.001207 Ill, waist position was

0.4436 m and beam quality is 1.68, indications a near-Gaussian intensity profile. The model

of optical power/intensity transmission was successful derived and compared with the

experimental data There is good agreement between the theory and experiment. The

polarization was determined.
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Chapter 6

Laser heating

6.1 Introduction

The COI laser is the heating source used to raise the temperature of the sample. The main

purpose of this chapter is to present the laser heating method, temperature measurement

method and metal-oxides compounds melting temperature. Laser heating set-up, temperature

measurement results and metal-oxide compounds results are also presented in this chapter.

6.2 Laser heating set-up

The experimental system for the delivery of the laser beam for sample heating is shown in

Figure 6.1. A continuous wave (cw) COI laser was used in the experiment (Synrad Inc.,

maximum 30 W). A Helium Neon laser was aligned co-linear with the COI beam for easier

alignment through the optical system A convex mirror was used to expand the beam to a

diameter of approximately I cm at the optical plane of the ZnSe focusing lens (f= 55 mm),

which then focused the beam to allow a variable spot size to be delivered to the sample. The

thermal radiation spectrum from the sample was reflected off a ZnSe window onto the

objective lens (focal length of 135 mm). A beam splitter then splits the thermal radiation into

two, for simuhaneous detection on a CCD camera and a spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc.,

USB-2000 spectrometer). The CCD camera was used to view the hot-spot on the sample

during the heating process. The spectrometer was used to capture the signal of the thermal

radiation spectrum and from the spectrum the temperature can be determined.
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Figure 6.1: A schematic diagram ofthe laser beam delivery for heating ofthe sample.

6.3 Calibration of the spectrometer

The emission spectrum of a wideband grey body is often distorted due to the wavelength

dependent efficiency of the detector and the deleterious effects of optical elements, e.g.

chromatic aberration of lenses. By calibrating the svectr0meter using a lamp (LS-I-CAL,

Radiometrically Calibrated Miniature Tungsten Halogen Source, 3100 K), a corrected

emission spectrum is then obtained.

The caltbration of an ocean optics spectrometer for spectral irradiance response was

accomplished by using a blackbody of known temperature. In this study, a fibre was placed in

front of the lamp to collect the emission as shown in figure 6.2. 30 minutes elapsed after the

lamp was switched on to allow it to stabilise. A reference spectrum, dark spectrum and
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emission spectrum of the lamp were measured and all processing conditions were the same

for three measurements such as integration times, scans average, boxcar width and etc.

Once the emission spectrum was obtained, the temperature was extracted from the Planck

blackbody radiation formula (equation (2.25)) fitted to the data One can use the Wien's

approximation to the Planck formula to linearise the data and the temperature can then be

easily extracted from the linear fit as follows:

In(I).') = In(c,s().)) _ c, U-1

).

where 1 is the spectral intensity, c, and C2 are constants which are given by

Cl =27thc2 =3.7418 x 10-16 W.m 2
,

c
2

= hc =1.4388 X 10-2 mK .
ks

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

Figure 6.2: An experimental set-up for cahbration ofthe spectrometer.
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The spectra in figure 6.3 are the reference and the dark spectrum, respectively. Figure 6.3 (c)

is an emission spectrum ofthe lamp acting as a blackbody ofa known temperature (3 100 K).
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Figure 6.3: (a) Reference spectrum of the Light source with a blackbody of known

temperature (3 lOO K). (b) Dark spectrum of the Light source with a blackbody of known

temperature (3 100 K). and (c) Emission spectrum of the lamp with a blackbody of known

temperature (3 100 K).
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The temperature can be detennined by fitting the Wien approximation (to the Planck formula)

in the measured data and can be solved as follows:

I 0: ~(e C2&(A»)-'
A' xp AU

This can be expanded to a linear function:

fn(IA') 0: fn(c,&(A»_2U-'
A

y 0: 39.20307 - 324563.20049x

The solution to equation (6.5) and (6.6) is:

fn(IA5
) 0: y

fn(c,&(A)) 0: 39.20307

- 2U~' 0: -324563.20049x
A

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

From the slope ofthe linear fit (as shown in figure 6.4) the temperature can be determined as

foIIows:

I
-- 0: -324563.20049

U

U 0: I 3081 K
324563.20049 x10 9

(6.10)

(6.11)

The emission spectrum of the lamp was measured 16 times and the calibration graph was

plotted as shown in figure 6.5. The spectrometer was successfully calibrated and the average

temperature was found to be 3090 K ± 10 K as the result shown in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: The linearised data with Wien approximation to Planck's blackbody formula:

from the slope of the graph temperature can be determined. The linear fit equation is given

as y '" 39.20307 - 324563.20049x.
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Figure 6.5: The repeatability graph (of the calibration of the spectrometer), the average

temperature is 3090 ± I0 K and expected temperature is 3100 K The measurements were taken

over a day.
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6.4 Optics

An unexpected problem occurred when the complete system was tested. An alumina sample

was heated and the emission was reflected to a camera and to a spectrometer by using a

HeNe/CCh beam combiner as the reflector. The emission spectrum was recorded but found to

contain interference effects as shown in figure 6.6 (a). The temperature that was determined

from this (figure 6.6 on (a) spectrum) emission spectrum was unreliable with large error. In

this regard, a number of experiments were carried out for the investigation to determine the

cause of this effect. These include collecting emission spectrum of all optics using the

cahbration lamp (LS-I-CAL, Radiometrically Calibrated Miniature Tungsten Halogen

Source, 3 lOOK).

E
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; (mY

Figure 6.6: Emission spectra showing (a) some interference (unexpected spectrum) (b) no

interference (expected spectrum).

The spectra were taken: before the HeNe/CCh beam combiner; after the HeNe/CCh beam

combiner; HeNe/CCh beam combiner and projection lens; HeNe/CCh beam combiner,

projection lens and flat mirror. All the spectra are show in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Emission spectra of all the optics: (a) Emission spectrum taken after the

HeNe!C02 beam combiner, (b) Emission spectrum taken before the HeNe/C02 beam

combi!ler, (c) Emission spectrum taken after the beam cornbiner and projection lens, (d)

Emission spectrum taken after the beam combiner, projection lens and flat mirror. The

interference (from figure 6.7 b) origillates from the coating ofthe HeNe/CQz beam combiner.

Emission spectrum taken before the HeNe/C02 beam cornbiner (figure 6.7 (a)) shows no

interference. The emission spectrum after the HeNe/C02 beam combiner (figure 6.7 (b))
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shows interference. The emission spectra in figure 6.7 (c) and figure 6.7 (d) are taken after the

HeNe/C(h beam combiner, projection lens, flat mirror and also show some interference.

To solve the problem, the data analyses of the emission spectra were carried out by assuming

that the input emission spectrum to be Sin, optics effect to be X and output emission spectrum

to be Soutas shown in figure 6.8. Then SinX = SOUl. By doing this one can get the effect of the

optic.

Optics

S-in------.IL__X S...:UI

Figure 6.8: A schematic diagram illustrating the emission spectrum in Sin, optics effect X and

emission spectrum out Sout.

The results of this data an analysis is shown in figures 6.9 and 6.10. Figure 6.9 shows the

effect of the HeNe!C(h beam combiner and it was determined by dividing the data in figure

6.7 (b) with the data in figure 6.7 (a). The spectrum in figure 6.10 is effect of the projection

lens that was determined by dividing the data in figure 6.9 (c) with the data in figure 6.9 (a).

Then it was concluded that the HeNe/C(h beam combiner was producing the interference on

the signal (emission spectrum). We summarised that the interference was due to the coating of

the beam combiner, which was acting as an etalon.
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Figure 6.9: The spectrum shown is the effect of the HeNelCOz beam combiner that was

determined by dividing the data in figure 6.7 (b) with the data in figure 6.7(a).
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Figure 6.10: This spectrum is the effect of the projection lens that was determined by

dividing the data in figure 6.7 (c) with the data in figure 6.7 (a).
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The function of the HeNelCOz beam combiner is to transmit the COz laser and reflect the

visible light (the emission ofthe sample), and any solution to the problem would also require

these properties. We came up with two possible solutions: A broadband dichroic mirror which

is transmitting the 10.6 /lm wavelength and reflecting the visible light (emission of the lamp

or sample) or by drilling a hole in the flat copper mirror (at an angle or in the centre of the

mirror), in order for it to be able to transmit the laser beam and reflect the emission of the

sample. Both of the possible solutions (reflectors) are perfect but it was impossible to find a
\

dichroic mirror since most ofthe companies that make the dichroic mirror are not working in

the 10.6 /lm range. The second option was taken, that was to drill a hole in the mirror. The

hole was made twice the beam size. The beam size was measured (±,3.5 mm) in order to

determine the size of the hole as shown in figure 6.11. The diameter of the hole was ± 7 mm

and the diameter ofthe mirror was ± 50 mm

Collecting a reflected emission spectrum from the calibration lamp tested the flat copper

mirror with a hole and the results are shown in Figure 6.12. The emission spectrum shows no

interference. This means that our simple solution was working perfectly.

Gaussian beam

------------------------- --------l---------------~A diameter of a hole

Figure 6.11: A schematic diagram showing a Gaussian beam passing through the hole.
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Figure 6.12: Emission spectrum after the mirror with the hole. This spectrum is interference

free.

6.5 Testing of metal-oxides compounds

Using the CO2 laser heated methodology temperature measurements of numerous metal-oxide

compounds has been checked for their melting point. The metal-oxide compounds melting

temperatures are given in the table 6. I below. The purpose of this experiment was to

determine the accuracy ofthe temperature measurement.
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Table 6.1: Melting points for different metal-oxide compounds [47].

Oxides Melting point (K)

Ah03 2293

YZ0 3 2683

SiOz 1983

LaZ03 2588

Ndz0 3 2173

NbzOj 1793

Hoz03 2643

CeOz 2668

CaO 2843

Table 6.2 shows in detail the results obtained from metal-oxide heating experiments, with the

percentage difference between the experimental and expected data. There are five metal

oxides for which the percentage difference is 20% lower, and for the others the percentage

difference is higher. A reason for this are still being investigated, but there are a few

possibilities: (i) we have assumed that the samples under study behave as black bodies; if this

were not true for these samples, then one would expect a discrepancy, (ii) if the samples

started melting during the heating, then again the thermal model would break down and

discrepancies would be expected. Unfortunately only visual inspection for the onset of

melting could be achieved, and thus this cannot be ruled out unless a more sophisticated CCD

detector monitoring system is implemented. This is an aspect for future study. There is

however good agreement between the experimental and expected data in CeOz, CaO, LazOJ

and YZ03. The emission spectra of all the metal-oxides are shown from figure 6.15 to figure

6.23.
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Table 6.2: Percentage difference between experimental data and melting point of metal

oxides compounds.

Oxides Experimental temperature Measured melting Difference (%)

(K) temperature (K)

Ah0 3 2695 2293 +18

Y203 2617 2683 -2

SiOz 3704 1983 +87

La20) 2424 2588 -6

Ndz0 3 2705 2173 +24

NbzOs 2413 1793 +35

H0203 3421 2643 +29

CeOz 2661 2668 -

CaO 2665 2843 +6
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6.6 Temperature measurement of diamond

The stabilised temperature was measured at the various power configurations on the industrial

diamond, from the minimum power to the maximum power ofthe laser beam. A po1arisation

based attenuator was used to allow power variability by changing the angle of the attenuator.

Emission spectra for the stabilised temperature are shown in figure 6.15. Then the graph of

stabilised temperature versus power was plotted.

The graph in figure 6.16 shows the stabilised temperature versus power of the industrial

diamond. The sample was heated in air. The model (as discussed in chapter 4) was fitted on

the experimental data and there is good agreement between the experimental and theoretical

results within the range of the spectrometer. There are no data points between 300 K and 1

400 K because ofthe limitations in the spectrometer range. The temperature range depends on

the wavelength range ofthe spectrometer. The wavelength range of the spectrometer that was

used in this study is in visible range (300 om to 1000 om). Therefore, at lower temperatures

(such as 400 K) most of the emission is in the infrared. The accuracy of the temperature

measurement is not known.
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Figure 6.16: Stabilised temperature versus power on the industrial diamond, showing the

experimental and theoretical data (equation 4.23 in chapter 4).

6.7 Conclusions

The set-up of the laser-based system for heating was achieved. The spectrometer was

calibrated and used to capture the emission spectrum of various samples. Testing of metal

oxides showed good agreement between the experimental data and mehing points in most of

metal-oxides compOImds such as ceOz, CaO, IAZ0 3 and YZ03. The temperature of the

diamond was successfully measured and compared with models.
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Chapter 7

Industrial diamond characterisation

7.1 Introduction

For applications diamond is an ideal material Natural diamond consists of98% l2C and 1.1%

BC. The Raman peaks for diamond are 1332 cm·1 and 1284 cm-I for 12C and BC respectively

[48]. Carbon exists as diamond, graphite, tetrahedrally amorphous carbon (ta-C), carbon

nanotubes, fullerenes (buckyballs) and carbon spheres. Th~ structure of diamond leads to

special mechanical and elastic properties by way of its very strong chemical bonding.

Diamond has the highest of all known natural materials in hardness, molar density, thermal

conductivity and sound transmission. Because of its hardness diamond can be used as a

cutting and grinding tool Fine grain polycrystalline diamond films can be used as wire dies

and water jet nozzles because polycrystalline artificial diamond nozzles are isotropic in

hardness and lighter in weight, the latter of which is critical for most streamlined water

cutting operations. Because of its high thermal conductivity diamond is presumed to be an

ideal heat exchange material

Diamond reacts with water and CCh at temperature above 870 K [48-49] and may also

chemically react with metals to form carbides. In this chapter results of the analysis of the

industrial diamond are presented. The techniques used for analysis are Raman spectroscopy,

SEM, and XRD.

7.2 Experimental method

Two industrial diamonds synthesized by means of high pressure, high temperature (HPHT)

methods have been employed in this study. The details of these two samples are discussed

below. A CCh laser and a Nd:YAG laser operating at 10.6 /lID and 1.064 /lID respectively

were used to heat the two industrial diamonds for 8 seconds. The details of these two lasers

are summarised in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Details of laser parameters that were employed in this study.

Laser Power Diameter Wavelength

(kW) (llm) (llm)

CO2 4 250 10.6

Nd:YAG 4 600 1.064

Initial sample

Figure 7.1: A photograph of industrial diamond that has been employed in this study.

Figure 7.1 is a picture of the initial sample of an industrial diamond that is made of a

polycrystalline diamond (PCD) layer and a tungsten carbide substrate. The polycrystalline

diamond layer possesses extremely high hardness and wear resistance, whereas the tungsten

carbide substrate would greatly improve the toughness and weldability of the whole compact

sample. PCD is used in geology for making drill bits, as well as in machine tooling. The

diameter of the industrial diamond sample is 15 mm, its total height is 15 mm and the height

ofthe PCD layer is 3 nun.

The analyses ofthe two samples were carried out using Raman spectroscopy, SEM and XRD.

Raman scattering analyses were acquired with a Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman spectrometer

(the description of the Raman spectroscopy set-up is discussed in chapter 3) operated in single

spectrograph mode. The 514.5 om line of Coherent Innova 308 argon ion laser was used as
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the source of light. The incident light was focused onto the sample via a Raman microscope

attachment, using a 20x objective (-1.5 micron spot diameter). The power at the sample was

<1.5 mW. Laser plasma lines were removed via a narrow bandpass filter, and the Rayleigh

light was fihered via a holographic notch filter. The backscattered light was dispersed via a

1800 lines/mm grating onto a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector. Acquisition times were

typically 2 minutes. Spectra were acquired and stored using Labspec 4.18 software.

The investigation of morphology and the qualitative analysis of industrial diamond were

performed using SEM LEO 1525 that was discussed in chapter 3. The X-ray powder

diffraction generator used was a Phillips PW 1830 generator (the description is discussed in

chapter 3) operating at 45 kV and 40 mA. Copper Kal radiation with a wavelength of 1.5406

Awas used. The sample was run from 28 = 5° to 90°, step size 0.02° and step time 2 seconds.

The sample was ground finer in an agate mortar and pestle prior to being sprinkle loaded on a

single crystal of Si coated with Vaseline and analysed, e.g. C~ound (powder). The other

samples were mounted on plasticene in a copper ring.

7.3 Results

Figure 7.2 is a picture of an industrial diamond after heating it with CO2 laser for 8 seconds,

and the initial sample for comparison. The physical changes for the sample heated with CO2

laser compared with the initial sample are:

• There is a hole in the centre ofthe sample (labelled 0).

• The sample is severed into two pieces with the crevice running along the centre of the

hole (Ll, Lz).

• The substrate W+Co changed from black colour to darklblue colour.

• There is yellowish-white powder denoted C at the interface between the

polycrystalline diamond and substrate (only to the one piece B ofthe sample).

• There is a shining material and small crack on the surface of the sample (only to the

one piece B ofthe sample).
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Initial sample Sample heated with the C~ laser

Figure 7.2: Comparisons of the initial sample and the sample heated with the C~ laser.

Physical changes are pointed out in text.

Figure 7.3 is the comparisons ofthe two samples that are initial sample and the sample heated

with the Nd:YAG laser. The physical changes are as follows:

• There are some small and big cracks on the surface ofthe sample.

• There are small and big spheres on the surface ofthe sample. The spheres are made of

shining material

• There is a hole at the centre ofthe sample.

• The sample is slightly larger than before; this could be due to the cracks
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Initial sample Sample heated with Nd:YAG laser

Figure 7.3: Comparisons of the two samples that are initial sample and heated with the Nd:

YAG laser. Physical changes are pointed out in the text (above).

7.3.1 Raman spectroscopy

Raman scattering spectroscopy has been employed here to investigate the effects of laser

irradiation on industrial diamond samples; literature reports of peaks within the Raman

spectrum of diamond arising not only from the main diamond component but also from a

number ofcarbon phases are summarized in table 6.2 [50].
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Table 7.2: Summary of identified peaks in the Raman spectra ofdiamond and carbon films.

Raman peak Description/Remark

Origin (cm -I)

1133

1140-1150

1190

1200-1230

1274

1315-1320

1332

1340-1360

1271-1353

1357-1580

1580

1520-1600

1620

99

Possible presence ofcarbon clusters containing double bonds

Present in films with small amounts ofdiamond crystalline domains

suggesting the presence of nanocrystalline diamond or a precursor

structure. A FWHM of80 cm"] has been quoted.

Unassigned band with FWHM of 50 cm"I.

Origins uncertain. Suggestions include amorphous diamond or may

be boron related. Also observed in annealed carbon films due to the

breakdown ofselection rules.

Observed in low pressure acetylene flame grown diamond with

FWHM of250 cm-I.

Hexagonal diamond (Lonsdaleite).

Diamond peak.

'D' peak associated with microcrystalline graphite (gain size <25

nm). Appears due to the breakdown of selection rules and broadens

with disorder.

Observed in carbon films. Annealing was believed to increase the

number or size of crystallites, in addition to reducing disorder,

assigned to 'D' peak.

Diamond-like carbon material, Raman spectrum consists of several

overlapping components within this band.

'G' peak associated with single crystalline graphite that broadens

with disorder within the graphite sheet.

Observed in carbon films. Annealing was believed to increase the

number or size of crystallites, in addition to reducing disorder;

assigned to 'G'.

Disordered Sp2 carbon, present due to a breakdown ofselection rules

in fine crystalline material.



Figure 7.4 is a comparison of Raman spectra on the surface of the PCD before and after

heating with a CO2 laser. These spectra show two peaks: the first at 1120 cm-I is an unknown

peak and the second at 1332 cm-I is the diamond peak. These spectra show that there was no

chemical change on the surface of the PCD due to laser heating. The spectrum in figure 7.5

was taken on the white line along the circumference of the sample where the polycrystalline

diamond and substrate are joined. From the spectrum we conclude that the white line along

the circumference is tungsten trioxide (W03) (figure. 7.5).

Figure 7.6 is a comparison of Raman spectra on the surface of the PCD before and after

heating with Nd:YAG laser. The increase ofRaman peak has been observed after heating with

Nd:YAG laser on the surface ofthe PCD. The spectrum (after heating) from the surface ofthe

sample showed high intensity diamond peak at 1332 cm-! and increased background, and no

graphitic signature. Badzian et al. [51] also observed this Raman peak increase after they

treated the polycrystalline diamond with laser and they alluded to the fact that this Raman

peak indicated the increase of the parameter of atomic order (smaller atomic shifts from the

perfect lattice nodes). Figure 7.7 is the comparison spectra of the two samples that were

heated by Nd:YAG laser and CO2 laser. The graphs show that both samples still have

diamond present. However the sample heated with Nd:YAG laser, there is an increase in

intensity.
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Figure 7.4: A comparison of Raman spectra taken on the surface of the polycrystalline

diamond before and after heating with a C~ laser. These spectra show that the sample still

has diamond present.
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Figure 7.5: Raman spectrum on the yellowish-white powder at the interface between the

polycrystalline diamond and substrate. This graph is showing that the substrate is changed to

W03.
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Figure 7.6: A comparison of Raman spectra taken on the surface of the polycrystalline

diamond before and after heating with Nd:YAG laser.
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Figure 7.7: A comparison of Raman spectra taken on the surface of the polycrystalline

diamond after heating with C~ and Nd:YAG laser.
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6.3.2 SEM

6.3.2.1 Initial sample

Figure 7.8 is the SEM cross-section micrograph ofthe industrial diamond before heating. This

micrograph shows the polycrystalline diamond side and the substrate side that are labelled as

I and 2, respectively. EDS analysis of this SEM micrograph is shown in figure 7.8 for

number I and 2, respectively. The EDS spectrum for number I in the SEM micrograph shows

that the substrate of the industrial diamond is made of tungsten (W) and cobalt (Co)

compound. The EDS spectrum for number 2 in the SEM micrograph indicates that the

polycrystalline diamond is made of mostly carbon and trace amounts of cobalt. Figure 7.9 is

the zoom-in of figure 7.8 and shows the honeycomb construction of the material. The EDS

spectrum ofnumber 3 (figure 7.9) shows the presence ofFe.
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Figure 7.8: SEM cross-section micrograph 0 f an industrial diamond before heating: I is the

substrate side and 2 is the PCD side. The EDS spectrum for number I shows that the substrate

is made ofW and Co, initially. The EDS spectrum for number 2 shows that the PCD is mostly

C.
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Figure 7.9: This is the zoom-in of figure 7.8 at the PCD/W+Co interface and shows the

honeycomb construction of the materials before heating it. The EDS number 3 illustrates that

the white material is the made ofW, Fe, C and Co. EDS spectrum in number 4 is W, Co and

C. Number 5 is along the interface between the PCD and substrate and shows that the most

abundant element is Co.

7.3.2.2 Nd: YAG laser heated sample

Figure 7.10 is the SEM micrograph on the surface of an industrial diamond and the EDS

spectra of industrial diamond on the surface of PCD after heating with Nd:YAG laser. This

morphology is showing some spheres. The EDS spectrum illustrates that the sphere in number

7 is made of mostly C and trace amounts of Co and tungsten. The sphere label number 8 and 9
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is made of Co and trace amounts of W and of course carbon as the EDS spectrum labelled 8

and 9. In summarise: the spheres are mostly made of Co and W. The EDS results illustrate

that the tungsten carbide migrates from the substrate through to the diamond during the

heating process. The laser beam of the Nd:YAG laser of wavelength 1.064 llm is transmitted

through the diamond and heats up the W. Tungsten carbide phase separated into Co and W,

and appeared on the surface. The morphology in labelled 10 is made of carbon, cobalt,

tungsten and oxygen since the sample was heated in air.
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Figure 7.10: SEM micrograph and EDS spectra taken on the surface of the industrial

diamond after heating by Nd:YAG laser for 8 seconds. The micrograph and EDS spectra

show spheres that are made ofCo and W.
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7.3.2.3 CO2 laser heated sample

Figure 7.11 is the SEM micrograph on the surface and the EDS spectrum on the surface ofthe

sample which was heated with C(h laser fur 8 seconds. The EDS spectrum is showing that

the polycrystalline diamond layer is made of C, Fe and Co. The Co and W have migrated

from the substrate through the polycrystalline diamond, while oxygen is present because the

sample was heated in air. The SEM micrograph in figure 7.12 is the micrograph taken on the

substrate and it shows that the bulk formation is tungsten.
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Figure 7.11: SEM micrograph on the surface of an industrial diamond and EDS spectrum of

an industrial diamond after heating with COz laser for 8 seconds on the PCD.
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Figure 7.12: SEM cross-section micrograph and EDS spectrum ofan industrial diamond after

heating with COz laser for 8 seconds. This micrograph was taken on the substrate.

7.3.3 X-ray diffraction

The samples were broken into four pieces and analysed by XRD as follows: C_OS was the

outer surface of the polycrystalline diamond layer away from the W+Co, while C_IS was of

the inner surface attached to the W+Co (refer to figure 7.13). Sample CJlfound was the
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Figure 7.14: The XRD spectra of the industrial diamond after heating with Nd:YAG laser.

The spectrum ofM_IS shows that the substrate reacted and formed WC, W03 and CoW04 ,
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7.3.3.2 CO2 laser heated sample

The XRD spectra in figure 7.15 are spectra taken on the industrial diamond after heating with

CO:! laser. The spectrum on C OS is showing the migration of Co to the diamond to form

some oxides. The spectrum on C_IS indicates the migration ofW+co to the polycrystalline

diamond surface. The spectrum on M_IS illustrates that the W reacted with C to form WC and

Co migrated in the surface.
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Figure 7.15: XRD spectra of the industrial diamond after heating with CQz laser. The

spectrum ofthe C_OS shows the migration ofCo into the C. The spectrum of the C_lS shows

the W+Co. The CaC03 may originate from the calcite in the clay that was used to mount the

sample. The spectrum of the M_IS shows that the substrate, W+Co changed from W+Co to

wc.
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7.4 Discussions

• Why do we see WOx and Coo. spheres in the Nd:YAG laser heated industrial

diamond and not in the COz laser heated industrial diamond one? We try to answer

this question considering the following illustration.

COz
Laser
4kW

10.6 llm1
25011m --

C

--

Nd:
YAG
Laser
4kW

1.064 11m
'------.J.

.. 60011m

C

W+Co W+Co

Figure 7.16: Schematic diagram ofthe two lasers in action.

The Nd: YAG laser has a shorter wavelength beam than the COz laser and therefore is more

penetrating. However the beam diameters of 250 flm and 600 llm respectively for the same

power of 4 kW mean that the COz laser has more intensity and hence the profound hole

drilling capability than in the Nd:YAG laser. The fact that the diamond heated with Nd:YAG

laser showed spherical particles of WOx and CoOx illustrates that the Co and W migrate from

the suhstrate through the diamond and form oxides on the diamond surface, while at the same

time C migrates at the diamond substrate and reacted with the W+Co matrix to form carbides

of tungsten and cobalt as the EDS shows.
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7.5 Conclusions

The industrial diamonds were successfully characterised using Raman spectroscopy, SEM and

XRD.

7.5.1 Raman spectroscopy

The Raman spectra show that both the samples still have diamond. The increase ofthe Raman

peak has been observed on the industrial diamond heated with Nd:YAG laser. The Tungsten

trioxide fonnation has been observed as a yellowish-white powder at the interface between

the polycrystalline diamond and substrate on the industrial diamond heated with CO:! laser.

7.5.2 SEM

The SEM micrograph and EDX spectra which have been recorded here show that the PCD

layer is made of mainly carbon, cobalt and iron. The substrate layer mainly is made of

tungsten and cobalt. The structure of the sample resembles that of a honeycomb for both the

PCD and the substrate layer.

The Nd:YAG laser heated sample: the SEM micrograph and the EDX spectra show that the

tungsten and cobalt migrate from the substrate through to the surface 0 f poIycrystalline

diamond layer to form oxides. The spheres on the surface of PCD were made of Co, W and

trace amounts ofC.

The CO:! laser heated sample: the SEM micrograph and the EDX spectra shows some bulk

fonnation on the substrate of the sample. This bulk fonnation is made of W and Co. There

was nothing observed on the PCD surface except for the additional elements such as Fe.

7.5.3 XRD

The XRD spectra for both samples show that the substrate materials diffused in the surface of

polycrystalline diamond. In conclusion the XRD spectra for the samples show some

formation ofoxides such as CoOx•
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Chapter 8

Concluding remarks and future work

8.1 Introduction

The main objective of this study was to heat an industrial diamond sample by means of

optical absorption ofa laser beam, and then measure the resulting temperature on the surface

of the industrial diamond optically by means of emission spectrometer. The source of this

study was a COz laser and the characterisation of the COz laser was done. The laser sys~em

was set-up and the temperature ofthe industrial diamond was raised and measured.

8.2 Concluding remarks

We have demonstrated an all optical system comprising oflaser heating stage coupled to an

optical spectrometer, for temperature measurements of various samples. In this study we have

focussed on industrial diamond as the test sample. The COz laser was successfully

characterised and used as source of this study. In a test run of the non-contact temperature

system of the industrial diamond was successfully obtained and compared with the

mathematical model There is qualitative agreement between the model prediction and

experimental data We have also shown numerical results on the predicted temperature profile

on the surface of the sample, which has not yet been measured. We have also measured the

melting temperature of the metal-oxide compounds as test for the system There is good

agreement between the experimental and expected data in these metal-oxide compounds

CeOz, CaO, La203 and Y203 while SiOz, ~05 and H020 3 do not show good agreement.

Reasons fur this are still being investigated and for now it is assumed that these metal-oxides

are neither black nor grey bodies.

The surface ofthe industrial diamond was studied using SEM, XRD and Raman spectroscopy

to quantify the damage after irradiation by higher power lasers. We characterised industrial

diamonds that are: initial industrial diamond, heated industrial diamond with COz laser and

heated industrial diamond with Nd:YAG laser. The two heated samples were heated for 8

seconds with the same maximum power 4 kW for COz laser and Nd:YAG laser. The

temperatures were not measured.
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The SEM analysis for both heated industrial diamonds (C(h laser and Nd:YAG laser heated

respectively) show that cobalt and tungsten (in the substrate) diffused to the surface

(polycrystalline diamond) and result in some interesting geometric structures, as shown in

figure 7.12 (e.g., spheres and rhombics). Raman spectra show that both samples still contain

diamond on the surface, with no graphite. This is understandable since the polycrystalline

diamond is transparent to the laser radiation. The substrate heats up and parts of it become

exposed. Most likely there is ablation at the polycrystalIine diamond/tungsten carbide

interface. The increase ofthe Raman peak at 1332 cm-I has been observed after heating with a

Nd:YAG laser. Badzian et al. [51] also observed an increase in this peak after they heated the

polycrystalline diamond with a laser, and suggested that this indicates an increase in the

parameter ofatomic order.

The XRD spectra recorded on the inside and outside of the polycrystalline diamond confirm

that indeed the tungsten cobalt diffused to the surface of to form some compounds such as

CoO and C0304. These compounds have been observed on both samples.

8.3 Future work

Regardless of the technical excellence ofthe system, the temperature measure that it produces

will only be as good as the calibration system Future work is to calibrate the system because

the accuracy of the temperature measurement is not known. There are two ways to perform

the basic calibration for the temperature. One is to measure a source of well defined output

and equate the signal from the emission spectrometer with the known output of the source at

temperature to produce a series of calibration factors. The other method is to use a second

well calibrated or standard instrument and compare the response of the two instruments to a

single source. The source need not be well defined so long as both instruments measure it in

exactly the same manner at the same time. A good calibration depends on more than just good

lamp or source and instrument operation, attention must also be paid to the environment in

which the cahbration is performed.

Our test system is not able to measure low temperature because of the limitations in the

spectrometer range. The temperature range that can be measured depends on the wavelength

range of the spectrometer. The wavelength range of the spectrometer that was used in this

study is in the visible range. Then for future work we wish to buy a spectrometer that is
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working in the infrared range in order to measure low temperatures, because at lower

temperatures most of the emission is in the infrared range.

In this study we have concentrated on the average temperature of the sample only. Then for

future work we wish to measure the temperature profile across the sample experimentally, in

order to compare it with numerical results on the predicted temperature profile on the surface

ofthe sample. Lastly, we want to improve the model by including stress effect.
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